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Abstract
In this Honours Research Project the aim is to build a toy model of an SO(10) Grand Unified Theory with
an extra spatial dimension. Utilising the Clash of Symmetries mechanism proposed for brane-world models
by Davidson, Toner, Volkas and Wali and using the asymmetric kink solution for the Higgs Field in the 45 of
SO(10) discovered by Shin and Volkas, the symmetry on the brane will be broken to SU(4)⊗ SU(2)⊗U(1),
whereas the symmetry in the bulk is GSM ⊗ U(1). However, any fermions localised on the brane would
experience slight leakage into the bulk, and hence the symmetry is broken down to GSM ⊗ U(1). We then
introduce different SO(10) representations for fermions into the theory and determine which components
become localised as chiral zero-modes, in the hope that the Standard Model particles are confined. Various
group theoretical techniques are introduced as we study the 120, 16, 126 and 144 representations, and detailed
analysis of the 16’s confinement characteristics is performed.
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Statement of Contributions
Sections 2 and 3 as well as Appendices A and B are original reviews of the required background material.
The group theoretical methods presented in Section 4 and Appendix C were developed by the author in the
course of this research project, with the exception of Subsection 4.4, which represents an original review of some
of the basic theory available on Spinor Representations and includes much of the author’s own derivations to
“fill in the blanks”.
The calculations and results presented in Section 5 and Appendices D and E are the author’s own.
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1 Introduction
The Standard Model (SM) of Particle Physics has very strong predictive powers and is an excellent model for
most of physics as we know it. However, we know it cannot be the complete theory of how the universe works.
There are several key problems:
- COBE and WMAP measurements of the cosmic microwave background indicate that the universe is about
3
4 dark energy and
1
5 dark matter, with the tiny rest being our usual SM baryonic matter. Dark matter
is made up of particles which interact very weakly with our usual SM particles, including via gravity,
and Dark Energy accelerates the expansion of the universe by counteracting gravity on large scales. The
Standard Model supplies no suitable Dark Matter particles, and most quantum field theories predict a far
too large cosmological constant from the energy of the quantum vacuum.
- The SM does not include gravity. Gravity is described by General Relativity which breaks down for
extremely small distance scales and high mass densities. Clearly a theory of quantum gravity is needed if
we are to attain a complete picture of the universe’s particles and interactions.
- The SM contains unpleasantly many free parameters – about 20, more with right-handed neutrinos. Things
like gauge coupling constants and fermion masses have to be put in by hand, i.e. determined from experi-
ments. It would be more satisfying to derive the values of these parameters from higher principles.
- In order to properly adjust the Higgs mass (and ultimately all other particle masses), we have to adjust
the difference between the squares of the self- and fermion-coupling constants of the Higgs field to within
one part in ∼ 1015. If we assigned no physical significance to the SM cut-off parameter Λ, this fine-tuning
would not be a problem. However, Λ is the energy scale of quantum gravity at which we expect the three
gauge forces to unite and a new, non-SM physics to emerge. This fine-tuning is known as the “hierarchy
problem” [1].
- Our universe today is composed of ordinary matter with almost no antimatter. There was a small matter-
excess early in the universe which leads to our existence, and we have no explanation for it.
- The SM in no way explains why there are three separate gauge forces and three copies of all the fermions
(three generations)
There are several possible angles of attack for extending the standard model. Often, to try out new possibilities,
it is useful to deal with toy models which only address a few components of a full theory. If the results are
promising, further work to make the model more realistic is justified.
In this Honours Research Project, the aim is to build a toy model of an SO(10) Grand Unified Theory with an
extra spatial dimension. Building on previous results in the field, we will try out different SO(10) representations
for the fermions and attempt to localise the SM particles on branes in order to reproduce our 4-dimensional world.
In doing so, many important group theoretical techniques are developed. The favourite candidate is the 16 since
it perfectly contains just the SM particles. As expected its preliminary results are the most promising, and we
perform a detailed analysis of its confinement characteristics. While the final results are not as immediately
appealing as we wished, we remain hopeful that it may be possible to develop a suitable model using a more
general solution of the Higgs Potential. At any rate, the group theoretical machinery developed during this
project will be useful to anyone doing model building of this type in the future.
The outline of this thesis is as follows. In Section 2 we will provide a quick review of the main concepts of the
Standard Model. In Section 3 the fairly extensive amount of background theory for this project is introduced.
Section 4 develops the theoretical techniques required to perform the necessary calculations, which are then
presented in Section 5.
2 Quick Review of the Standard Model
It is impossible to give a comprehensive introduction to the SM for the completely uninitiated in the limited
space available here. Rather, this Section will serve as a reminder of the main concepts important in this
research project. Much of the material here follows [2]. An introduction to the necessary group theory is given
in Appendix A1
1Note that this Section stands separately and does not necessarily employ exactly the same naming or sign conventions. Any
differences however are completely insubstantial.
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2.1 Gauge Symmetries
Consider some fermions Ψ1,α,Ψ2,α, . . . ,ΨN,α, each of which are independent 4-D Lorentz Spinors
2. Let them
form an N representation of SU(N).
Ψ =
 Ψ1...
ΨN
 .
To simplify things we will often use matrix/vector notation to sum over SU(N) indices, i.e. write UΨ for U jaΨ
a,
τ · θ for τaθa etc. Often we will also suppress the Spinor indices of the Ψ’s when they are of no immediate
interest.
The free Lagrangian Density of these fermions is
L = Ψ(x)(iγν∂ν −m)Ψ(x).
This Lagrangian has a global SU(N) symmetry manifested by invariance under the transformation U(θ) = e−iθ·τ ,
where θa’s are the group parameters and the τa’s the generators of SU(N) satisfying [τ i, τ j ] = if ijkτk. In this
case global means that the parameters of the transformation are independent of xµ. Two things to note:
1. If N = 1, the symmetry is U(1) and there is only one generator, obviously implying f ijk = 0. In that case
the analysis following simplifies somewhat.
2. The mass term is only invariant if the right- and left-handed components of each fermion belong to the
same representation (more on that later).
Now generalise to a local or gauge symmetry, i.e. allow the group parameters to vary with position in space-time:
U(θ(xµ)) = e−iθ(x
µ)·τ .
Due to the space-time derivative, L is no longer invariant (keep in mind that the SU(N) transformation and
the γ-matrices commute since they act on different spaces):
Ψ(xµ)∂νΨ(x
µ) −→[Ψ(xµ)U †(θ)]∂ν [U(θ)Ψ(xµ)]
=Ψ(xµ)∂νΨ(x
µ) + Ψ(xµ)U †(θ)[∂νU(θ)]Ψ(x
µ).
Clearly the last term is not zero for a local transformation. To make the Lagrangian invariant again, we replace
the regular derivative by the gauge-covariant derivative:
Dµ = ∂µ − igτ ·Aµ.
Here we have introduced the vector gauge fields Ajµ, one for each generator. They act as force carriers, coupling
to the fermions with strength g via the second term. The photon, for example, is the U(1)EM gauge boson, and
two charged particles interact with each other by exchanging virtual photons, where the coupling strength of the
photon/fermion interaction is the fermion’s electric charge.
The condition that L be invariant under a local gauge transformation imposes certain transformation prop-
erties onto the Ajµ’s. We require that the covariant derivative of Ψ transforms like Ψ itself, i.e.
DµΨ→ U(θ)DµΨ
which requires the gauge fields to transform as
τ ·Aµ −→ U(θ)τ ·AµU †(θ)− ig [∂µU(θ)]U †(θ) (1)
The representation of the gauge fields becomes apparent when looking at the infinitesimal transformation U =
1− iτ · θ. In this case, Equation 1 reduces to
Aiµ −→ Aiµ + f ijkθjAk − 1g∂µAi
where we recognise that the second term is the transformation for the adjoint representation of SU(N). Hence,
for N > 1, the Aiµ’s form an adjoint representation and carry gauge charges.
2Roman letters denote SU(N) indices, Greek letters denote Lorentz/Spinor indices.
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In order to make the gauge fields dynamical variables we have to introduce their kinetic term into the
Lagrangian. The simplest gauge-invariant term of this form (conventionally normalised) is
− 14F aµνFµνa
where
F aµν = ∂µA
a
ν − ∂νAaµ + gfabcAbµAcν
Hence the final gauge-invariant Lagrangian is
L = − 14F aµνFµνa +Ψ(x)(iγνDν −m)Ψ(x).
2.2 The Higgs Mechanism
The Gauge Group of the SM is SU(3)c⊗SU(2)W⊗U(1)Y , where c, W, and Y stand for colour (strong force), weak
and hypercharge respectively. Hence in building up the SM Lagrangian we include in our covariant derivative
gauge fields and couplings for each of the three simple groups, as well as three gauge field kinetic terms. Each
of the SM particles is part of a representation of that gauge group:
fiL =
(
νi
ei
)
L
∼ (1, 2)(−1) QiL =
(
ui
di
)
L
∼ (3, 2)(13 )
eiR ∼ (1, 1)(−2) uiR ∼ (3, 1)(43 )
νiR ∼ (1, 1)(0) diR ∼ (3, 1)(− 23 )
(2)
where, for example, (1, 2)(−1) means that the left-handed electron and neutrino together transform as a colour
(SU(3)) singlet, form a weak (SU(2)) doublet and have (U(1)) hypercharge −1. The index i is not a group theory
index here but runs from 1 to 3 to label the three generations of fermions, and the left/right-handed components
of each Lorentz fermion are projected out using 12 (1 ∓ γ5), where γ5 = iγ0γ1γ2γ3 is the standard 4-D chirality
operator.
It is clear that fermion mass terms are as such not gauge invariant:
meeLeR ∼ (1, 2)(−1)
(bear in mind that conjugating the fermion conjugates its representation). We also have to explain the massive
bosons mediating weak interaction, which is not accounted for using only gauge symmetries. We will therefore
introduce a Higgs boson in an appropriate potential and use spontaneous symmetry breaking, which will break the
gauge symmetry from SU(3)c⊗SU(2)W⊗U(1)Y −→ SU(3)c⊗U(1)Q where U(1)Q is the normal electromagnetic
gauge group 3.
In order for the fermion mass terms to be singlets under the gauge group, we can give them masses via a
Yukawa interaction with the Higgs field φ
λeLeRφ+ hermitian conjugate
which requires that φ ∼ (1, 2)(1), i.e. a weak complex doublet scalar field4. We write
φ =
(
φ+
φ◦
)
.
Note that φ has 4 real components. The electron mass term becomes
Lmass = λ(ν, e)L
(
φ+
φ◦
)
eR + h.c.
which is gauge invariant (similarly for quarks). Obviously this only works if φ takes on an appropriate vacuum
expectation value (vev). Insert the potential V (φ) = λ(φ†φ − u2)2 into the Lagrangian, where λ > 0 so the
3EM charge is given as Q = (I3L +
Y
2
), where Y is the hypercharge and I3L is the appropriate entry of the diagonal generator
of the SU(2) rep the particle belongs to.
4since for SU(2), 2⊗ 2 = 1⊕ 3 and the singlet gives us our mass term
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potential is bounded from below. This potential is SU(2) invariant and the vacuum (i.e. the lowest-energy state)
only requires that < φ†φ >◦= u
2.
We now break the symmetry by fixing the vacuum to be some distinct value (a more thorough review of
spontaneous symmetry breaking is given in 3.3). This is really just what nature does – the Lagrangian might
be invariant under some symmetry but the Higgs vacuum invariably chooses one of the possible vacua and stays
there, breaking that symmetry. In order to get the correct form of the fermion mass term, we can always use an
SU(2) rotation to change our basis such that the vacuum state of the Higgs is
< φ >=
(
0
u
)
,
i.e. < Re(φ◦) >◦= u whereas the three other components – called the Goldstone Bosons – have zero vev’s. The
weak boson mass terms are then produced by the gauge covariant derivative (the Higgs kinetic term) of the
Higgs. Expanding
LHiggs = (Dµφ)
†(Dµφ) + . . .
around the vacuum and redefining our gauge bosons, we get mass terms for the W and Z bosons, whereas the
photon stays massless5. The three goldstone bosons have actually been “eaten up”, i.e. incorporated into the
three massive gauge bosons, giving them the extra degree of freedom (longitudinal polarisation) required to be
massive. Since the mass terms are proportional to u, the Higgs vev sets the scale for the weak boson masses.
Similarly, by substituting the Higgs vacuum value into the fermion Yukawa coupling term we get our fermion
masses. This is called the Higgs Mechanism.
We now have the complete Standard Model. The SM Lagrangian is made up of the Higgs terms to supply
mass to appropriate gauge bosons and fermions (covariant derivative kinetic term, potential V and Yukawa
coupling to fermions), the three kinetic terms for the gauge fields, as well as the fermion kinetic term, which in
its covariant derivative includes interaction terms with the gauge bosons. Note that the Standard Model is chiral,
i.e. states of different chirality come in different representations and hence interact differently with respect to
the weak force.
3 Extending the Standard Model
There are many ways to try and extend the Standard Model of particle physics. The following Sections will give
a brief overview of those utilised by my research project.
3.1 Grand Unified Theories
The gauge group of the standard model is GSM = SU(3)c ⊗ SU(2)W ⊗U(1)Y . Quantum chromodynamics with
SU(3) is the theory of the strong force, and the Glashow-Weinberg-Salam model with SU(2) ⊗ U(1) provides
the theory of weak and electromagnetic interactions.
Group theoretically, it would clearly be desirable to unify all three interactions into one simple gauge group,
which at some high scale MX is broken down to the standard model. Possible GGUT candidates obviously have
to satisfy GGUT ⊃ GSM . We also have to work with representations of GGUT which, upon restriction to GSM ,
break down to yield the SU(3) ⊗ SU(2) ⊗ U(1) representations of the standard model fermions (see Equation
2). Of course other particles might also be produced, and that may even be desirable if one wanted to explain
for example Dark Matter.
Often the GUT includes a Higgs field in the adjoint representation, which allows us to break a group down to
maximal subgroups. This brings us to one of the key feature of these models, and also their greatest weakness.
They require intermediate stages of symmetry breaking in order to make them resemble reality, so Model builders,
having just come up with these beautiful gauge symmetries, now have to introduce additional Higgs fields into
the theory in order to perform the breakdown. This in turn requires extra parameters for couplings, masses
etc, so instead of reducing the number of degrees of freedom we find ourselves with more than when we started.
However, there are ways of addressing this issue, one of which is the Clash of Symmetries Mechanism, which will
be discussed in 3.3.
5The photon is represented by a linear combination of the U(1)Y gauge boson and an SU(2) gauge boson and stays massless.
The orthogonal linear combination (Z) together with the two remaining SU(2) bosons (W’s) gain mass and mediate the weak force.
The gluon stays massless since the φ is a colour singlet.
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A good first example of a Grand Unification Group is SU(5), proposed by Georgi and Glashow in 1973 [3].
SU(5) has GSM as a maximal subgroup, and under the restriction SU(5) ⊃ SU(3)⊗ SU(2)⊗U(1) its 5 and 10
break down quite nicely to accommodate the SM particles.
5 −→ (3, 1)(− 23 )︸ ︷︷ ︸
dR
⊕ (1, 2)(1)︸ ︷︷ ︸
(fL)c
10 −→ (3¯, 1)(− 43 )︸ ︷︷ ︸
(uR)c
⊕ (1, 1)(2)︸ ︷︷ ︸
(eR)c
⊕ (3, 2)(13 )︸ ︷︷ ︸
QL
where the superscript c stands for charge conjugation, which is nothing but a basis change to antiparticle basis
that has the effect of conjugating the corresponding representation. The SU(5) gauge bosons are in the 24, the
adjoint representation, which breaks down as follows:
24 −→ (8, 1)(0)︸ ︷︷ ︸
gluons
⊕ (1, 3)(0)︸ ︷︷ ︸
W
µ
i
⊕ (1, 1)(0)︸ ︷︷ ︸
Bµ
⊕ (3, 2)(− 53 )︸ ︷︷ ︸
X,Y
⊕ (3¯, 2)(53 )︸ ︷︷ ︸
X,Y
Apart from the SM force carriers, there are some new gauge bosons(
X−
1
3
Y −
4
3
)
∼ (3, 2)(− 53 )
(superscript denotes electric charge, colour freedom has been suppressed).
There are two Higgs fields in the traditional formulation of this theory: an SU(5) 5 which contains a weak
doublet to break the electroweak symmetry, and an adjoint 24, which breaks SU(5) to GSM at a scale MX ,
giving the X and Y bosons a mass at the MX scale. Since we don’t see these exotic gauge bosons in everyday
physics,MX has to be very large. These bosons are interesting because they can mediate processes which violate
baryon/lepton number, maybe pointing to a solution to the matter-excess problem. However that also makes
them troublesome since they can mediate proton decay. The measured lower bound for proton lifetime of & 1030
years requires that MX & 10
15 GeV.
Other potential GUT candidates include SO(10) [3] and E6. SO(10) Grand Unification, utilised in this
project, is of great interest since the 16 of SO(10), under restriction to SU(5), breaks down to 10⊕ 5¯⊕ 1, where
the singlet can represent the right-handed neutrino.
3.2 Extra Dimensions
3.2.1 Overview
Introducing extra dimensions was first attempted in the 1920’s by Kaluza and Klein. Trying to unify electro-
magnetism with gravity, they introduced a compact 5th dimension and assumed that the photon originated from
the new components of the now 5-dimensional metric tensor. Today we can try to use extra dimensions in our
theories to address several of the Standard Model’s shortcomings. Sometimes it is even required – String Theory,
a candidate for a theory of quantum gravity, is only consistent in 10 or 11 dimensions, since otherwise malignant
ghost quantum states with unphysical negative probabilities spoil Poincare´ (i.e. translational) invariance.
Let us first define two key concepts important to our discussion of extra dimensions: compactification and
branes. Compactification simply means that the extra dimension(s) are rolled up such that they form a compact
space, i.e. not infinite (unlike, it would appear, our standard dimensions). The word brane is a short form
of membrane, and brane-world models postulate that our universe is confined to a hypersurface embedded in
a higher-dimensional space, called the bulk. Addressing the issue of confinement is done in one of two ways.
One can simply assume this brane, with the SM fields living on it, to exist a priori, or one can generate it
dynamically by finding some confinement mechanism which stops the SM fields from propagating through the
bulk in the low-energy regime. A dynamic confinement mechanism important to this project is discussed later
in this Section.
Broadly speaking, we can classify models with extra dimensions into three classes:
Small compactified extra dimensions
Working only with compactified extra dimensions was the standard approach for some time. In such a model
the world appears 3+1 dimensional as long as we only look at distance scales larger than the compactification
radius (to a tightrope walker the rope is an essentially one-dimensional object, but an ant crawling on it sees
5
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all 3 dimensions). In order to avoid contradiction with experiment the confinement radius has to be extremely
small, . 10−18m. Initially this is how String Theorists hid their additional dimensions, but in recent times there
has been a shift to consider brane-world models also, which can be dynamically generated in String Theory.
Compactified extra dimensions with branes
A motivation for relatively large extra compactified dimensions is a possible solution to the hierarchy problem:
the fundamental scale would not be the Planck Scale MP ∼ 1018GeV , but rather its 5-dimensional equivalent
M∗. Working in natural units, they are related via M
2
P =M
n+2
∗ Vn, where Vn is the (large) volume of the extra
space. The hierarchy problem ceases to be one, since the smaller fundamental scale requires no fine tuning to
cancel out divergences. The ADD model [4] falls in this class. Arkani-Hamed, Dimopoulos and Dvali proposed
in 1998 that we can have compactified extra dimensions far larger than the Planck scale if we confine the SM
fields to a brane-like object. Only gravity, being an integral part of space-time, is allowed to propagate in the
bulk. The SM fields are confined to the brane by trapping fermionic zero modes at topological defects (similar
to the mechanism in 3.2.2), and the graviton’s propagation in the bulk has measurable consequences, since it
changes the effective 4-dimensional gravitational potential below a certain size scale, which for two additional
dimensions is in the sub-mm range.
Infinite extra dimensions
We can have infinite extra dimensions if we confine our universe to a brane. While this gives us useful model
building freedom, the confinement of gravity presented a problem, since an infinite extra dimension gives rise
to a continuous Kaluza Klein mass-spectrum for the graviton6, meaning that low-energy modes are accessible
and change the behaviour of gravity in 4 dimensions. This problem is addressed by the RS2 model, developed
by Randall and Sundrum in 1999 [5], where the additional dimension is curved. Through use of a certain non-
factorisable background-metric, the massless graviton is confined to a single 3-brane7 with positive tension, and
reproduces 4-dimensional gravity. The massive KK modes only contribute an exponentially small correction.
This method of localising gravity is extremely useful since it can be used in many kinds of brane-world models
with infinite extra dimensions, opening up the possibility of using them to extend the Standard Model.
3.2.2 A Dynamic Fermion Confinement Mechanism
We will now outline a fermion confinement mechanism which was discovered by Jackiw and Rebbi in 1976 [6]
and was first applied to dynamically create branes by Rubakov and Shaposhnikov in 1983 [7]. Consider the free
five dimensional Dirac Equation for a fermion Ψ. Introduce a Yukawa coupling to a scalar φ which changes only
in the 5th dimension
0 = iΓK∂KΨ+ gφ(z)Ψ. (3)
where K is a five-dimensional Lorentz index and {Γµ = γµ,Γ5 = −iγ5} are the gamma matrices of the 5-D
Clifford Algebra.
Let φ be an odd function8 which passes through zero at z0. One example would be φ = tanhµz with z0 = 0.
Then there exists a fermionic zero-mode confined at z = z0. To see this, let Ψ be 4-dimensional zero-mode and
write it in terms of left and right chiral components:
Ψ(xµ, z) = fL(z)ΨL0(x
µ) + fR(z)ΨR0(x
µ) where γµ∂µΨL,R0 = 0 (4)
With this separation of variables we can now solve Equation 3 for left- and right-handed components separately.
Deal with the left-handed component first:
0 = iΓK∂K [fL(z)ΨL0(x
µ)] + gφ(z) [fL(z)ΨL0(x
µ)]
Using equation 4 this reduces to
0 = i(Γ5ΨL0)(∂5fL) + gφfLΨL0
ΨL0 is a chiral eigenstate: iΓ
5ΨL0 = γ
5ΨL0 = −ΨL0, so we can divide out ΨL0 and obtain a simple differential
Equation for f :
∂zfL(z) = gφ(z)fL(z)
6The spectrum of higher-mass modes of a particle allowed to propagate in the bulk, unlike the confined massless zero-mode
7i.e. 3 spatial dimensions
8can be used to represent a topological defect
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which has the solution
fL(z) ∝ e
∫
z
z0
gφ(z′)dz′
. (5)
Similarly, the right-handed Equation yields
fR(z) ∝ e−
∫
z
z0
gφ(z′)dz′
. (6)
So if gφ(z) < or > 0 for z > z0, the confined component of the fermionic zero mode is left- or right-handed
respectively. Note that these confined fermions are massless 4-dimensional Weyl Spinors, and in realistic models
would have to be given a small mass by some other mechanism.
This fermion confinement mechanism will be at the centre of this research project. The general issue of
confinement is not completely resolved – while the RS2 model offers a nice way of confining gravity, the so far
proposed mechanisms for confining gauge fields are less compelling, and work in that area is still in progress.
3.3 Kinks and Spontaneous Symmetry Breaking Mechanisms
Just because the Lagrangian of a system displays a certain symmetry does not automatically imply that this
symmetry is also present in the ground state. For example, the Lagrangian of a ferromagnet is rotationally
invariant, whereas any actual ferromagnet below critical temperature is not. We can conjecture that the laws of
nature display symmetries which may not be manifest at or close to the ground state.
In this Section we will outline the standard Spontaneous Symmetry Breaking (SSB) mechanism, already
utilised in Section 2 for the Higgs Mechanism, as well as an enhanced version called Clash of Symmetries (COS),
in particular how it relates to this project.
3.3.1 Spontaneous Symmetry Breaking
The basic idea behind Spontaneous Symmetry Breaking (SSB) is as follows. Consider a Lagrangian Density
which is invariant under transformations belonging to some symmetry G. We can introduce a Higgs Field φ,
which has certain transformation properties under G, by inserting its kinetic term as well as a potential V:
L = (Dµφ)
†(Dµφ) − V (φ) + {possibly other terms, e.g. gauge field kinetic terms},
where both the (possibly covariant) derivative term and the potential are invariant under G. The vacuum
manifold is the configuration space for the Higgs representing minima of the potential. Looking at any one point
on the vacuum manifold, any symmetry transformation belonging to G can be classified in one of two ways:
either it leaves the point invariant, or it moves it to a different location on the vacuum manifold. The latter
symmetry transformations generate the vacuum manifold (i.e. using them we can connect any two points on the
vacuum manifold).
In the physical system described by this Lagrangian, invariably the Higgs Field (which generally is a function
of space-time coordinates) assumes some definite configuration. At the boundary points (usually at spatial
infinities) the Higgs assumes definite values on the vacuum manifold. In doing so, it has spontaneously broken
the symmetry which generates the manifold, and hence the original symmetry G has been reduced to H , the
unbroken symmetry which leaves the vacuum invariant.
This mechanism is often used to break gauge symmetries down to some suitable subgroup. If we examine
the SSB mechanism in the context of Lie groups, we see that those Lie Group generators annihilating the
Higgs vacuum generate transformations which leave it invariant. Let there be N total generators, and M which
annihilate the vacuum. This means that there are N − M group generators generating the transformations
belonging to the coset space G/H , which define the vacuum manifold. These generators are associated with
N −M massless Goldstone Bosons, which are, upon SSB, “eaten up” by gauge fields to make the gauge bosons
massive. As was explained in Section 2, we can employ a GSM (1, 2)(1) Higgs multiplet to break the symmetry
down to SU(3)c⊗U(1)Q and make the weak bosons massive (as well as the fermions, if we introduce the required
Yukawa coupling).
3.3.2 The Clash of Symmetries Mechanism
As was pointed out in 3.1, one problem with Grand Unified Theories is that the beautifully enhanced symmetries
have to be broken down in various stages by different Higgs Fields, each of which requires a large number of free
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parameters. This is because, when working with Higgs fields in 3+1 dimensions, we are restricted to using Higgs
vacuum solutions that are constant in space as well as time, since within our Hubble Volume there is no evidence
for topological defects characteristic of soliton solutions (i.e. solutions which are stable but non-uniform). If
we could use soliton solutions, the “symmetry breaking power” of a Higgs could be greatly enhanced. This is
the motivation of the Clash of Symmetries (COS) mechanism, developed by Davidson, Toner, Volkas andWali [8].
Figure 1: The Z2 symmet-
ric potential and kink so-
lutions
The Z2 Kink
For a start, consider the simple Z2 kink. The potential for the Higgs is V = λ(φ
2 −
u2)2 which has the discrete Z2 symmetry φ→ −φ. The vacuum manifold is made up
of just two points. The degenerate global minima are φ = ±u, which are clearly by
themselves solutions to the Euler-Lagrange Equations for the Higgs. Now allow φ to
vary along one dimension w. The Z2 kink/antikink is a static solution to the Euler
Lagrange Equations which interpolates between the global minima of V and has
the form φ(w) = ±u tanh (
√
2λuw). While these kinks have higher energy density
than the constant vacuum solution φ = ±u, they are stable since the global minima
defining the boundary conditions are disconnected from each other. The domain
wall at w = 0 is brane-like.
The lesson to draw from this simple kink example is: if the vac-
uum manifold is made up of disconnected points related to each other via
some discrete symmetry Z, we can break the Z symmetry and get soli-
ton solutions interpolating between different points on the vacuum mani-
fold.
Clash of Symmetries
Now let us introduce an additional continuous symmetry G into the Lagrangian,
which is broken down to H . Then each of the points on the vacuum manifold, related to each other via Z,
“expands” into a sub-manifold generated by a copy of the coset space G/H . In Figure 2A, the circles represent
the sub-manifolds. Crucial to the Clash of Symmetries Mechanism is the fact that there are several possible
ways to embed H in G, schematically represented by the angle θ.
Figure 2: A: The disconnected vac-
uum manifold. B: A possible soliton
Higgs solution.
We can now obtain some highly interesting soliton solutions. Again,
for simplicity, say that the Higgs φ only varies in one dimension w. To
get a soliton, let the Higgs interpolate between the vacua on two differ-
ent sub-manifolds (anologous to interpolating between the two different
points of the vacuum manifold for the Z2 kink). We can set the boundary
conditions such that the H symmetry of the first sub-manifold is embed-
ded differently to the H symmetry on the second sub-manifold. In Figure
2B, this is represented by different choices for the two θ’s. Now keep θ2
constant while changing θ1 (i.e. change the first embedding relative to the
second – an overall change in embedding has no effect). For each different
embedding of H on the first sub-manifold, we get a nontrivially different
kink solution which breaks the symmetry in a different way, since at finite
w the unbroken symmetry is the intersection of the differently embedded
symmetries of the two vacuum sub-manifolds. All kinks interpolating be-
tween the same two sub-manifolds belong into the same topology class.
3.3.3 The asymmetric Kink of the adjoint SO(10) Higgs
As pointed out in the previous Subsection, we cannot use soliton solutions
for the Higgs in 3+1 dimensions. However, if we introduce an extra di-
mension, call it z, and let the Higgs vary only along z, soliton solutions are
allowed if we can somehow place our universe on the resulting domain wall,
as a 3+1 dimensional hypersurface embedded in the 5-dimensional u¨ber-
space. An observer on that hypersurface, perceiving only 3+1 dimensions,
sees no topological defects. As we will see, this gives us a dynamic mecha-
nism to generate one or more branes which represent our 3+1 dimensional
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universe.
This project will use some of the work done by Shin and Volkas in 2002
[9], which I will summarise here. The Higgs field Φ is in the adjoint representation of SO(10), i.e. a 10 × 10
asymmetric matrix with real entries.
Φ = (φij) φij = −φji ∈ R i, j = 1, . . . , 10
We restrict our attention to general SO(10) invariant quartic potentials of the form
V = 12µ
2Tr(Φ2) + 14λ1Tr(Φ
2)2 + 14λ2Tr(Φ)
4. (7)
The conventionally normalised kinetic energy term is
T = − 14Tr(∂µΦ∂µΦ), (8)
with Minkowski Signature (+,−,−,−), where the factor out front is 14 instead of 12 since each independent term
is counted twice. The cubic term in the potential vanishes identically due to the asymmetry of Φ. So in addition
to the continuous SO(10) symmetry, the potential has an “accidental” Z2 symmetry
Φ −→ −Φ
which means we can use the Clash of Symmetries Mechanism. As shown in [9], without loss of generality we can
assume Φ to be in the standard form
Φ = diag(a1ǫ, a2ǫ, . . . , a5ǫ) (9)
where the ai are real numbers and
ǫ = iσ2 =
(
0 1
−1 0
)
. (10)
In this basis, the global minima of the potential for λ2 > 0 are given by (see [10])
a2i = a
2
min ∀i
where amin =
√
µ2/(10λ1 + λ2).
For the different minima, adopt the obvious notation amindiag(−ǫ, ǫ, ǫ, ǫ, ǫ) −→ (−,+,+,+,+) and so forth.
These minima are invariant under global U(5) transformations embedded in SO(10) (for details see Appendix
B). The U(5) transformations are embedded entry-wise via the mapping h, which takes each complex number
in the 5× 5 U(5) matrix to the corresponding 2× 2 subblock in the 10× 10 SO(10) matrix:
reiθ
h−→ r
(
cos θ − sin θ
sin θ cos θ
)
r ≥ 0
This mapping preserves both multiplicative and additive structure. There are no SO(10) transformations which
can change the sign of an odd number of the diagonal ǫ’s, and we can hence divide all possible vacua into two
distinct classes (i.e. vacuum sub manifolds) which are related by an overall change in sign.
Class 1: (+,+,+,+,+), (+,+,+,−,−), (+,−,−,−,−) and permutations of the + /− entries
Class 2: (−,−,−,−,−), (−,−,−,+,+), (−,+,+,+,+) and permutations of the + /− entries
If the Φ(−∞) and Φ(∞) vacua belong to different classes, the Higgs will take the form of a kink solution with
a domain wall at z = 0. Let
Φ(−∞) = −amindiag(ǫ, ǫ, ǫ, ǫ, ǫ). (11)
The three nontrivially different choices for Φ(∞) are
Φ(∞) =

Φ
(5)
min = amindiag(ǫ, ǫ, ǫ, ǫ, ǫ) symmetric kink
Φ
(3,2)
min = amindiag(ǫ, ǫ, ǫ,−ǫ,−ǫ) asymmetric kink
Φ
(4,1)
min = amindiag(ǫ,−ǫ,−ǫ,−ǫ,−ǫ) superasymmetric kink
(12)
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The symmetry at z = ±∞ is always a U(5), but the embedding at z = −∞ is different from the embedding at
z = +∞. Hence for finite z, i.e. in the bulk, the symmetry is the intersection of the two U(5)’s. The superscripts
in Equation 12 indicate the bulk symmetry, which for the symmetric, asymmetric and superasymmetric kinks is
U(5), U(3)⊗ U(2) and U(4)⊗ U(1) respectively. As we can see, using the Clash of Symmetries Mechanism the
SO(10) has been broken down to pleasingly small subgroups using only one Higgs, far more efficiently than with
conventional mechanisms.
The bulk symmetry for the asymmetric kink is GSM ⊗ U(1), which is very interesting for model building
and justifies making it the focus of our project. The additional U(1) symmetry would represent another “force”
mediated by a Z-boson-like object, which would have to be given a mass at the TeV scale somehow. There is
plenty of established theory available for dealing with this extra U(1), and since we are constructing a proof-of-
concept toy model we will ignore its ramifications and concentrate on the GSM symmetry.
The embedding of GSM ⊗ U(1) is realised by first embedding U(5) in SO(10) by restricting O ∈ SO(10) to
belong to the image of h, i.e.
O = h(U) (13)
for some U ∈ U(5). U(5) = SU(5)⊗U(1)′, so writing out U(1)′ charge explicitly we say that U ∈ SU(5) in (13),
and that each transformation carries a saperate U(1)′ charge of 2 (chosen to agree with normalisation in [11]).
We then embed SU(3)⊗ SU(2)⊗ U(1)′′ in SU(5) by restricting U ∈ SU(5) to have the form
U =
(
U3 0
0 U2
)
. (14)
The U3 and U2 sub-matrices are SU(3) and SU(2) transformation matrices which carry a U(1)
′′ charge of −2
and 3 respectively. If we then apply the mapping h to this U with U(1)′ charge -2, we have the embedding of
SU(3)⊗ SU(2)⊗U(1)′′ ⊗U(1)′ = GSM ⊗U(1) respected by the asymmetric kink (for more technical detail see
Appendix B).
The Euler-Lagrange Equations applied to L = T − V for the different components of the kinks yield
a1 = a2 = a3 = a4 = a5 = f symmetric kink
a1 = a2 = a3 = f, a4 = a5 = g asymmetric kink
a1 = f, a2 = a3 = a4 = a5 = g superasymmetric kink (15)
where f and g are certain odd and even functions of z respectively. Restricting ourselves to the special case
λ1 = 0, we can get a simple analytical solution
f(z) = amin tanh (µz), g(z) = −amin (16)
This is the solution for the asymmetric kink we will use in this project. Note that since f(0) = 0, the symmetry
at z = 0 is enhanced to O(6) ⊗ U(2), which is isomorphic to SU(4) ⊗ SU(2) ⊗ U(1). This means that there is
a Pati-Salam like group [12] at the centre of the domain wall. However, any particles which might be localised
at z = 0 would experience slight leakage into the bulk, and since the domain wall is a set of measure zero the
left-over symmetry of interest is in fact GSM ⊗ U(1).
The plan-of-attack for this project can now be coherently outlined: We will insert fermions in different SO(10)
representations into the Lagrangian and Yukawa-couple them to the Higgs in the asymmetric kink configuration.
This will dynamically generate branes with confined chiral fermions via the confinement mechanism discussed in
3.2.2. We hope to find SO(10) fermion representation for which the Standard Model particles are confined with
correct 4-dimensional chirality.
One final thing to point out: For this analytic solution, the asymmetric kink is not stable since the su-
perasymmetric kink has lower energy density. However, for the general case of λ1 6= 0 it is possible that the
asymmetric kink emerges as the energetically favoured solution, and it is in this hope that we proceed with the
simple analytic solution as a “proof-of-concept” toy-model to see whether this approach has any merit.
4 Developing the Group Theoretical Machinery
The basic premise of this project is fairly straightforward. We want to develop a toy model of an SO(10) Grand
Unified Theory, utilising the Clash of Symmetries mechanism based on the asymmetric kink solution for the
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Higgs in the 45 of SO(10), which breaks the symmetry down from SO(10) to GSM ⊗ U(1) (see 3.3.3). Working
within the scope of a proof-of-concept toy model we only insert fermions, no gauge fields. We will insert fermion
kinetic terms and fermion-Higgs Yukawa-coupling terms into the Lagrangian, and via the fermion confinement
mechanism outlined in 3.2.2 we hope to confine the Standard Model Fermions. If successful, this theory could be
fleshed out to a serious GUT candidate by embedding it in a warped background metric a´ la RS2 [5] to include
the graviton, and down the line one could attempt to confine gauge fields somehow.
We will try out different SO(10) representations for the fermions, which we choose based on the criteria that
upon restricting the symmetry to the appropriately embedded GSM ⊗ U(1), their breakdown representations
include the correct representations for the SM particles. We also need to be able to construct a Yukawa-fermion
coupling term which is a singlet under SO(10). The representations tested in this project are the 120, 16, 126
and 144. An important resource we will use throughout the project is the Group Theory review by Slansky [11],
which contains valuable tables on tensor products and breakdowns for the representations of many Lie Groups.
The difficulty lies in the nitty-gritty applied group theory. We have to get our hands dirty and work on
the level of individual entries in the representations, to see how exactly the components of the breakdown
representations are constructed out of the components of the broken-down SO(10) representation. We then solve
the Dirac Equation for all the entries of the SO(10) fermion representation, and from that we can see how the
components of the breakdown representations behave in their interaction with the asymmetric Higgs kink.
Doing such involved group theory calculations with sometimes very large representations at the level of
individual entries is not usually done, and searching the literature for the required methods and techniques
yielded little valuable information that goes beyond a basic Lie Group Theory course. So apart from any
physical results obtained, the work presented here is valuable to anyone attempting this kind of model building
in the future.
In this Section we will outline how to perform the required group theoretical breakdown calculations for
tensor and spinor representations of SO(10). The actual calculations are then presented in the next section. For
all the necessary details on notation and Group Theory in general refer to Appendix A.
4.1 Breaking down Representations – General Strategy
Say we have some group G and want to see how one of its representations, call it R, breaks down under restriction
of G to a subgroup H . This means that we want to know how each of the components of R transforms under
an H-transformation embedded in G in a specific way. The focus here is on the transformation properties of the
components.
The strategy for calculating that breakdown is as follows
1. Determine the smallest representations of G which, via direct product operations, can be used to construct
R. Call these representations Yi, i.e.
R = Y1 ⊗ Y2 ⊗ . . . (17)
where there are additional conditions imposed on the direct product to match up with the specific symmetry,
trace or whatever properties of R.
2. Determine exactly how each of the Yi’s breaks down under restriction of G to H by acting on them with
an embedded H transformation and keeping track of all the entries. From these entries one can through
linear combinations form groups which transform amongst themselves like representations of H. This will
give us a result of the form
G ⊃ H
Yi −→ X(1)i ⊕X(2)i ⊕ . . . (18)
for each of the Yi’s, where the X ’s are representations of H, and we know how the components of the X ’s
are obtained from the components of the Y ’s.
3. We then calculate the following direct product of the X ’s
G ⊃ H
R = Y1 ⊗ Y2 ⊗ . . . −→ [X(1)1 ⊕X(2)1 ⊕ . . .]⊗ [X(1)2 ⊕X(2)2 ⊕ . . .]⊗ . . . , (19)
where we impose the same conditions on the direct products of the X ’s as we do on the direct product
of the Y ’s (in order to make it conform with the specific characteristics of R). The result of that direct
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product calculation is then the breakdown of R:
G ⊃ H
R −→W1 ⊕W2 ⊕ . . .
where each of the W ’s is some direct product of X ’s. When performing the direct product in Equation 19,
we keep track how the components of the X ’s combine to give the components of the W ’s. Since we know
how the components of the X ’s are derived from the components of the Y ’s, and since we know how the
components of the Y ’s combine to transform like corresponding components of the R, we know how the
components of the R’s combine to make up the components of the W ’s.
We will now apply this strategy to tensor and spinor representations of SO(N) and tensor representations of
SU(N)
4.2 Breaking down a large SO(N) Tensor Representation
We will now show how the above procedure is applied to SO(N) tensor representations. We will not repeat all
the relations, they are implied by using the same notation.
1. The smallest tensor representation of SO(N) is T i, the N (so all the Y ’s are N ’s). There is no trick to
figuring out how N breaks down under restriction of G = SO(N) to H . One simply applies the embedded
transformation and sees how the components break up. If for some reason this is nontrivial, the fool-proof
method outlined in 4.5 also works for tensor representations.
2. Let T i1,i2,...,in be the tensor representation R, a rank n traceless tensor with certain symmetry properties
across its indices. R can be obtained via
R = N ⊗N ⊗N ⊗ . . .
where the direct product is performed n times and certain (anti)symmetrising and trace-removing opera-
tions are implied. Now
T i1,i2,...,in ∼ T i1T i2 . . . T in ,
so for the sake of deriving transformation properties only9, we can write
T i1,i2,...,in = T i1T i2 . . . T in . (20)
We now know how each of the components of the N ’s combine to form objects which transform like
corresponding components of the R.
3. We then perform the tensor product amongst the breakdown reps of the N ’s. The entries of the resulting
H-representations will be given by linear combinations of products of N -entries of the form T i1T i2 . . . T in ,
which, using Equation 20, we simply replace by the corresponding T i1,i2,...,in ’s. Hence we have expressed
the elements of breakdown products of R in terms of the elements of R, and we are done.
4.3 Breaking down SU(N) Tensor Representations
The procedure is exactly analogous to the one for SO(N) tensor reps, except that the general form of R is
T i1,i2,...,inj1,j2,...,jm ,
a rank (n,m) tensor, traceless across any combination of one top and one bottom index, with certain symmetry
properties across top and bottom indices separately. It is obtained via
R = N ⊗N ⊗N ⊗ . . .⊗N ⊗N ⊗N ⊗ . . . ,
where the N and N occur n and m times respectively, and for the sake of transformation properties only we can
write
T i1,i2,...,inj1,j2,...,jm = T
i1T i2 . . . T inTj1Tj2 . . . Tjm .
9To phrase it more precisely: we say that the additional terms “actually” present on the LHS of Equation 20 (like
(anti)symmetrising and trace-removing terms) are always implied but never actually written, and if we are consistent the cal-
culation works the same way as it would were we to include all the terms. Equation 20 is really just an example of efficient notation
to simplify our calculations.
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4.4 Obtaining the basic Spinor Representation of SO(2n)
Spinor representations are a lot more work than tensor representations. Before we can start to break one down
we have to first understand its construction. There was some literature available to help understand the basic
principles behind Clifford Algebras and the construction of the S matrix, but everything beyond that was derived
by actually working with the spinor representations.
4.4.1 Clifford Algebras
The rotation group SO(2n) can be considered as the group of linear transformations on the group of coordinates
x1, x2, . . . , x2n that leaves the bilinear form
(x1)2 + (x2)2 + . . .+ (x2n)2
invariant. If we want to rewrite this bilinear form as the square of some general linear form
(γ1x1 + γ2x2 + . . . γ2nx2n)2, (21)
we must require that the γ’s satisfy the anticommutation relation
{γi, γj} = 2δij . (22)
This collection of γ objects is the Clifford Algebra of SO(2n). One possible matrix representation of the γ’s is
γ2k−1 = 1⊗ 1⊗ . . .⊗ 1⊗ σ1 ⊗ σ3 ⊗ . . .⊗ σ3
γ2k = 1⊗ 1⊗ . . .⊗ 1︸ ︷︷ ︸
k−1
⊗ σ2 ⊗ σ3 ⊗ . . .⊗ σ3︸ ︷︷ ︸
n−k
(23)
for k = 1, . . . , n [13], where the σ’s are the usual 2× 2 Pauli Matrices
σ1 =
(
0 1
1 0
)
σ2 =
(
0 −i
i 0
)
σ3 =
(
1 0
0 −1
)
1 =
(
1 0
0 1
)
.
It is necessary to introduce two more objects before moving on to spinor representations. Firstly, there is a
matrix which anticommutes with all the matrices of the Clifford Algebra:
γFIVE = (−i)nγ1γ2 . . . γ2n = σ3 ⊗ . . .⊗ σ3︸ ︷︷ ︸
n
.
Secondly, define
σij = i2 [γ
i, γj]. (24)
It is straightforward to establish that the σij ’s obey the same commutation relation (Equation 72) as the SO(2n)
generators J ij . The σij matrices therefore form a 2n×2n representation of the 2n×2n generators of the defining
representation of SO(2n). This means we can use them to obtain a representation of SO(2n), but there is a
subtlety which will become clear later.
4.4.2 Spinors
Consider what happens to Equation 21 if we apply an SO(2n) rotation in the form of the 2n×2n transformation
matrix Oij :
(γixi)2 −→ (γiOijxj) = (Oji γjxi).
As we can see, rotating the x’s is equivalent to transforming the γ’s via
γi −→ γ′i = Oji γj (25)
These new matrices obviously still satisfy the commutation relation 22, which means they are also a representation
of the Clifford Algebra and hence related to the original γ matrices by a unitary similarity transformation S(O):
γ′
i
= S(O)γiS−1(O).
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Omit the (O) from now on, but keep in mind that it is always implied. Note that S† = S−1 (unitary). Rewrite
the above equation as
Oji γ
i = SγiS−1 (26)
which is the equation we can use to determine the form of the S matrix for a given O matrix. The S matrices
define a representation of the rotation group. It is called the spinor representation of SO(2n). Note that this is
a complex representation of SO(2n).
As pointed out in Appendix A, a representation can be obtained by arranging all the independent components
of some object in a vector V i and writing the transformation as
V i →M iaV a.
where the M matrices form a representation of the group. We apply the reverse process here - we have a set of
matrices S which form a representation of SO(2n). We can therefore introduce a vector-type object Ψ with 22n
components which transforms with the S:
Ψi −→ SijΨj. (27)
This object Ψ is called the SO(2n) spinor.
4.4.3 Obtaining the Matrix S
The generators of the fundamental representation of SO(2n) are the J ij ’s (see Appendix A). J ij is the matrix
generating a rotation in the ij-plane:
J ij =

0
. . .
0 i
. . .
−i 0
. . .
0

where the i and −i (complex i) sit in the (i, j) and (j, i) indices respectively10. Note that the ij-index is a label
for the entire matrix, not an entry within a matrix. Writing J ij in index form
(J ij)ab = i(δ
a
i δ
j
b − δaj δib) (28)
it is straightforward to determine that11
([J ij ]2)ab = δ
a
b (δ
a
i + δ
a
j ) and (J
ij)3 = J ij (no summation over i, j). (29)
It is now easy to confirm that J ij generates a rotation in the ij-plane by computing the Taylor Expansion of
eiθJ
ij
using Equation 29.
eiθJ
ij
=

1
. . .
1
cos θ − sin θ
1
. . .
1
sin θ cos θ
1
. . .
1

10Confusion between the index i and complex i should never arise since the index i will never appear in an equation as anything
other than a labelling index.
11Note that the matrix-labelling indices (i, j) run from 1 to 2n, whereas the matrix-entry indices (a, b) run from 1 to 22n – they
act on completely different spaces.
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We can therefore write a general infinitesimal transformation as
O ≃ 1 + ωijǫij (30)
where we sum over (i, j), the ω’s are (in this case infinitesimal) rotation angles and
(ǫij)ab = (δ
a
j δ
i
b − δai δjb),
or writing it in matrix form:
ǫij = iJ ij =

0
. . .
0 −1
. . .
1 0
. . .
0

. (31)
Note that ǫij = −ǫji.
By assuming an infinitesimal form for S
S ≃ 1 + iwijSij
and substituting this S and the infinitesimal form of O into Equation 26, we can find, to first order in ω’s, the
form of the Sij matrices:
SγaS−1 = Obaγ
b
=⇒ γa + iwij [Sij , γa] = γa + ωij(ǫij)abγb
=⇒ i[Sij , γa] = −(ǫij)abγb = (δai δjb − δaj δib)γb = (δai γj − δaj γi)
The form Sij must assume in order to satisfy that commutation relation is
Sij = i4 [γ
i, γj] = − i2σij .
Therefore
O ≃ 1 + ωijǫij =⇒ S ≃ 1− 14ωij [γi, γj] = 1 + i2ωijσij . (32)
This now leads us to a very interesting observation about spinor representations. For finite rotation angles ωij ,
S = e
i
2w
ijσij .
The factor 12 means that only a rotation by an angle 4π is equal to the identity, not 2π. This is a defining
characteristic of Spinors.
4.4.4 Two distinct basic irreducible Spinors for SO(2n)
Since S is made up of γ’s, it anticommutes with γFIVE. Therefore we can use γFIVE to project out two components
of the 2n-component spinor Ψ:
ΨA =
1
2 (1− γFIVE)Ψ ΨB = 12 (1 + γFIVE)Ψ (33)
where the ΨA or B are eigenstates of γ
FIVE:
γFIVEΨA = −ΨA γFIVEΨB = ΨB (34)
ΨA or B are 2
n-component vectors acted on by a 2n × 2n S matrix, but since half their components are zero or
not independent we can write the action of S on ΨA or B as
ΨA → SAΨA ΨB → SBΨB
where the ΨA or B are now 2
n−1-component vectors and the SA and SB matrices are 2
n−1 × 2n−1 sub-matrices
of S. It was found that they are related to each other via complex conjugation and some unitary basis change:
SA =MSS
∗
BM
−1
S , (35)
meaning that ΨA and ΨB form conjugate representations, labelled by 2
n−1 and 2n−1 (or vice versa).
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4.5 Breaking down the basic Spinor Representation of SO(2n)
In this project we only have to break down the most basic SO(10) spinor rep, the 16 (the 144 and 126, which
are also spinor reps, are analysed using a different method – more on that later). Therefore, in working with the
strategy from 4.1, we only have to master step 1.
Breaking down the basic SO(N) tensor representation N under restriction to subgroup H can often be done
by inspection, but since any “natural” embedding of some H-transformation in O is scrambled up in S, we have
to develop a systematic approach. Note that since we only have to do step 1 of the strategy, we will not use the
same notation as 4.1.
This approach relies on already knowing the H-representations that the SO(2n)-spinor representation, call it
P , breaks up into. That can be derived using relatively simple group theoretical techniques widely available in
the literature, since it has nothing to do with working at the crunchy entry-level of representations. We used the
tables in [11]. For simplicity, assume P breaks down into only three H-representations – the procedure trivially
generalises for more.
This procedure can also be applied to tensor representations 12 to tell us how the components of its breakdown
representations are constructed out of the tensor’s entries, if we already know the tensor’s breakdown reps. Here
it is:
We know that
SO(2n) ⊃ H
P −→ X1 ⊕X2 ⊕X3
Arrange the independent elements of X1,2,3 in vectors W1,2,3. We can then write the transformation of the X ’s
under H as
W1,2,3 −→M1,2,3W1,2,3 (36)
for some matrices M1,2,3. Similarly, we can arrange the independent elements of P in a vector V and write its
transformation under the embedded H transformation as
V −→MPV
Now rewrite Equation 36 as
W −→MWW
where MW is in the block-diagonal form
MW =
 M1 M2
M3
 and W =
 W1W2
W3
 .
Since the components of the X ’s are constructed from linear combinations of the components of the P , the
matrices MW and MP are related by a similarity transformation Q:
MP = QMWQ
−1
which means that
W = Q−1V.
This gives us the exact way that the components of the X ’s are made up in terms of the components of the P .
Note that in order to construct the matrices MW and MP , we actually have to apply the transformation
and explicitly work out how each of its independent components transforms. This is somewhat nontrivial for
spinor representations, since the S matrix is an exponential of matrices. However, we can work with infinitesimal
transformations, which break up the representations just like finite ones, and for which the explicit form of S is
easily obtained.
12as well as other groups in general
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5 Inserting Fermions into our Toy-Model
Having developed all the necessary group theoretical machinery, we will now apply it to derive the confinement
behaviour of various SO(10) representations for the fermions. We will calculate how each of these SO(10)
representations break down under the restriction of SO(10) to SU(3)⊗ SU(2)⊗ U(1)′′ ⊗ U(1)′ = GSM ⊗ U(1),
which is the symmetry preserved by the asymmetric kink. The specifics of the embedding are explained in 3.3.3
and Appendix B.
After obtaining the breakdown, we will determine all the possible fermion-Higgs Yukawa coupling terms,
insert them into the Lagrangian along with the fermion kinetic term, and solve the resulting Dirac Equation for
the fermions to find “mass eigenstates”, i.e. Higgs-coupling eigenstates. We can then determine how each of the
breakdown representations couples to the Higgs, and which fermions are confined and where via the confinement
mechanism presented in 3.2.2. By identifying some of the appropriate breakdown representations with the first
generation of our Standard Model fermions we can see whether our toy model for one fermion generation localises
the SM fermions in the right way.
5.1 The 120
The 120 of SO(10) is a rank-3 antisymmetric tensor T ijk. The details of the breakdown calculation are straight-
forward but tedious, and are presented in Appendix D. Here we will simply state the result:
SO(10) ⊃ SU(3)⊗ SU(2)⊗ U(1)′′ ⊗ U(1)′
120 −→[
(1, 1)(6)(−6) ⊕ (1, 1)(−6)(6) ⊕ (1, 2)(3)(2) ⊕ (1, 2)(−3)(−2) ⊕
{6}⊗ IV {5}⊗ II {1}⊗ I {1}⊗ III
(1, 2)(3)(2) ⊕ (1, 2)(−3)(−2) ⊕ (3, 1)(−2)(2) ⊕ (3¯, 1)(2)(−2) ⊕
{2}⊗ I {2}⊗ III {1}⊗ II {1}⊗ IV
(3, 1)(4)(6) ⊕ (3¯, 1)(−4)(−6) ⊕ (3, 1)(−2)(2) ⊕ (3¯, 1)(2)(−2) ⊕
{3}⊗ II {4}⊗ IV {2}⊗ II {2}⊗ IV
(3, 1)(−8)(−2) ⊕ (3¯, 1)(8)(2) ⊕ (3, 2)(1)(−6) ⊕ (3¯, 2)(−1)(6) ⊕
{4}⊗ II {3}⊗ IV {6}⊗ III {5}⊗ I
(3, 2)(7)(−2) ⊕ (3¯, 2)(−7)(2) ⊕ (3, 3)(−2)(2) ⊕ (3¯, 3)(2)(−2) ⊕
{6}⊗ I {5}⊗ III {9}⊗ I {10}⊗ III
(6, 1)(2)(−2) ⊕ (6¯, 1)(−2)(2) ⊕ (8, 2)(3)(2) ⊕ (8, 2)(−3)(−2)
]
{6}⊗ II {5}⊗ IV {10}⊗ II {9}⊗ IV
(37)
The “{arabic numeral} ⊗ roman numeral” labels below each representation indicate the entry of the list in
Appendix D.3 which gives the exact form of the entries of that representation in terms of the T ijk tensor
elements of the 120.
We now solve the Dirac Equation. The requirement that the Lagrangian be a hermitian singlet under group
action gives a unique form for the fermion-Higgs Yukawa-coupling term, which upon substitution of an explicit
configuration for Φ yields a 5-dimensional Dirac mass term for the fermions (Majorana-like couplings are not
discussed, see 5.5). The five-dimensional Lagrangian density for our toy-model (omitting Higgs-only terms) is
L = iΨabcΓK∂KΨ
abc − igHΨ¯abcΦadΨdbc (38)
where gH is a real coupling constant, (a,b,c,d) are SO(10) indices, K is a five-dimensional Lorenz index, Γ
µ = γ˜µ
and Γ5 = −iγ˜5, and Ψijk is the fermion in the 120 of SO(10). The γ˜’s are the usual 4-dimensional γ-matrices,
where we used the tilde to distinguish them from the SO(10) Clifford Algebra. The Dirac Equation for this
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Lagrangian density (taking into account the antisymmetric property of the SO(10) 120 and 45) is
0 = iΓK∂KΨ
abc − igH
3
(ΦadΨdbc +ΦbdΨadc +ΦcdΨabd) (39)
where we sum over d for any fixed choice of (a,b,c).
We use Mathematica 4.1 to solve the Dirac Equation with the analytic asymmetric kink solution for the
Higgs Φ. Firstly, the independent tensor elements of Ψijk are arranged in a definite order. Then we substitute
the Higgs solution into (39) and obtain the coupling terms for each independent Ψijk. We then construct a
120× 120 mass matrix M to write (39) in the following form:
0 = iΓK∂K

Ψ1,2,3
Ψ1,2,4
...
Ψ8,9,10
+
 M


Ψ1,2,3
Ψ1,2,4
...
Ψ8,9,10
 .
Upon diagonalising this matrix the mass eigenstate basis is obtained, in which the above equation is written as
0 = iΓK∂K

Ψ1
Ψ2
...
Ψ120
+

C1
C2
. . .
C120


Ψ1
Ψ2
...
Ψ120
 (40)
where the Ci is the equivalent of the scalar gφ in 3.2.2 for each of the 120 mass eigenstates Ψi. Since each Ci is
a linear combination of the entries of the analytic asymmetric Higgs kink,
f(z) = amin tanh (µz), g(z) = −amin,
we are now in a position to analyse the confinement characteristics of each of the mass eigenstates. If Ci(z0) = 0
for some z0 6= ±∞, that mass eigenstate will be confined at z0 via the confinement mechanism outlined in 3.2.2.
If the slope of Ci(z) at z0 is positive/negative, the confined zero-mode is right-handed/left-handed.
Using the complete version of Equation 37 in Appendix D, we evaluate every element of each of the SU(3)⊗
SU(2)⊗U(1)′′⊗U(1)′ representations in 37 and note the Ci for each element. All the elements of a representation
have the same Ci as expected, providing a consistency check for our calculation. We now rewrite Equation 37,
writing under each representation its Ci in terms of f(z) and g(z) (and omitting the common factor gH).
SO(10) ⊃ SU(3)⊗ SU(2)⊗ U(1)′′ ⊗ U(1)
120 −→[
(1, 1)(6)(−6) ⊕ (1, 1)(−6)(6) ⊕ (1, 2)(3)(2) ⊕ (1, 2)(−3)(−2) ⊕
f −f 13g − 13g
(1, 2)(3)(2) ⊕ (1, 2)(−3)(−2) ⊕ (3, 1)(−2)(2) ⊕ (3¯, 1)(2)(−2) ⊕
1
3g − 13g − 13f 13f
(3, 1)(4)(6) ⊕ (3¯, 1)(−4)(−6) ⊕ (3, 1)(−2)(2) ⊕ (3¯, 1)(2)(−2) ⊕
2
3g − 13f − 23g + 13f − 13f 13f
(3, 1)(−8)(−2) ⊕ (3¯, 1)(8)(2) ⊕ (3, 2)(1)(−6) ⊕ (3¯, 2)(−1)(6) ⊕
− 23g − 13f 23g + 13f − 13g + 23f 13g − 23f
(3, 2)(7)(−2) ⊕ (3¯, 2)(−7)(2) ⊕ (3, 3)(−2)(2) ⊕ (3¯, 3)(2)(−2) ⊕
1
3g +
2
3f − 13g − 23f − 13f 13f
(6, 1)(2)(−2) ⊕ (6¯, 1)(−2)(2) ⊕ (8, 2)(3)(2) ⊕ (8, 2)(−3)(−2)
]
− 13f 13f 13g − 13g
(41)
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This is a general result, independent of the form of the solutions for f(z) and g(z), for the asymmetric Higgs
kink. For the analytic solution, those components for which the Ci includes a ±f have a right/left-handed
confined zero mode, if the factor in front of the g is not larger than the factor in front of the f – otherwise the
function never goes through zero since | tanh z| ≤ 1. Some of those representations could be confined if we add
a bare mass however (i.e. insert a mΨΨ term in the Lagrangian), which would simply add the same constant to
all the Ci’s.
It is interesting to note that the SU(4)⊗SU(2)⊗U(1)′′′′⊗U(1)′′′ symmetry displayed at z = 0 for the analytic
Higgs solution13 is completely disrespected. From [11] we get the following branching rules (i.e. breakdown
patterns):
SO(10) ⊃ SU(4)⊗ SU(2)⊗ U(1)′′′′
120 −→ (1, 2)(12 )⊕ (1, 2)(− 12 )⊕ (10, 1)(0)⊕ (10, 1)(0)⊕ (6, 3)(0)
⊕ (6, 1)(−1)⊕ (6, 1)(0)⊕ (6, 1)(1)⊕ (15, 2)(12 )⊕ (15, 2)(− 12 ) (42)
SU(4) ⊃ SU(3)⊗ U(1)′′′
10 −→ 1(2)⊕ 3(23 )⊕ 6(− 23 )
6 −→ 3(23 )⊕ 3¯(− 23 )
15 −→ 1(0)⊕ 8(0)⊕ 3(− 43 )⊕ 3¯(43 ) (43)
For example, we can see that the (10, 1)(0) from Equation 42, under restriction of SU(4) ⊗ SU(2)⊗ U(1)′′′ to
SU(3)⊗ SU(2)⊗ U(1)′′′′ ⊗ U(1)′′′, breaks down as follows:
(10, 1)(0) −→ (1, 1)(0)(2)⊕ (3, 1)(0)(23 )⊕ (6, 1)(0)(− 23 ) (44)
It is easy to match up these SU(3)⊗SU(2)⊗U(1)′′′′⊗U(1)′′′ representations with SU(3)⊗SU(2)⊗U(1)′′⊗U(1)′
representations from Equation 41. The U(1)′′⊗U(1)′ quantum numbers x1, x2 are related to the U(1)′′′′⊗U(1)′′′
quantum numbers z1, z2 by a basis change. We can immediately identify the (6, 1)’s with each other, and there
are only two choices to match up the (1, 1)’s. This gives us two completely consistent possibilities for the basis
change required to go from U(1)′′ ⊗ U(1)′ to U(1)′′′′ ⊗ U(1)′′′
z1 = ± 12 (x1 + x2) z2 = 115 (−2x1 + 3x2).
For either of these choices, it is apparent that the asymmetric kink does not respect the SU(4)⊗ . . . symmetry
when it comes to fermion couplings. All the (6, 1), (1, 1) and (3, 2)’s couple differently (41), which means that
the SU(4)⊗ . . . representations are completely “ripped apart” upon restriction to SU(3)⊗ . . .. It makes sense,
since the region where the SU(4) ⊗ . . . symmetry is respected is a set of measure zero, and the fermions are
confined over a finite region. This confirms our initial prediction that the SU(3)⊗ . . . symmetry is the important
one.
We now match up the SM particles in SU(3)c⊗SU(2)W ⊗U(1)Y representations (2) with the representations
in (41). This is straightforward: All the (1, 2)’s in (41) have the same U(1)′′ ⊗ U(1)′ quantum numbers, and
the (1, 1) with the correct chirality has to be the right-handed electron. (41) does not include the right-handed
neutrino, which is not a big problem since it is “optional”, and there are only two choices for the left-handed
quarks in a (3, 2). In order to let the confined zero modes have the same chirality as the SM particles, we have
change the kink to the anti-kink, i.e. replace f, g by −f,−g. The correct embedding of the hypercharge is given
by
Y = 13x1
and we can make the identification
fL ↔ (1, 2)(3)(2) ecR ↔ (1, 1)(6)(−6) QL ↔ (3, 2)(1)(−6) ucR ↔ (3¯, 1)(2)(−2) dcR ↔ (3¯, 1)(−4)(6)
13In general, at z = z0 for whatever value z0 at which f(z) goes through zero.
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In the table below, the breakdown components are listed for the anti-kink grouped by confinement location
along the 5th axis z, indicated by the form of the Ci (with uninteresting terms omitted), with the subscript
indicating which 4-D chiral component is confined at the point where the Ci goes through zero, if applicable.
Ci : const 2 + tanh 1 + 2 tanh tanh 1− 2 tanh 2− tanh
(1, 2)(3)(2) (3, 1)(−8)(−2)R (3, 2)(7)(−2)L (1, 1)(6)(−6)L (3, 2)(1)(−6)L (3, 1)(4)(6)R
(1, 2)(3)(2) (3, 1)(−2)(2)R
(8, 2)(3)(2) (3, 1)(−2)(2)R
(3, 2)(−2)(2)R
(6, 1)(2)(−2)L
(1, 2)(−3)(−2) (3¯, 1)(8)(2)L (3¯, 2)(−7)(2)R (1, 1)(−6)(6)R (3¯, 2)(−1)(6)R (3¯, 1)(−4)(−6)L
(1, 2)(−3)(−2) (3¯, 1)(2)(−2)L
(8, 2)(−3)(−2) (3¯, 1)(2)(−2)L
(3¯, 2)(2)(−2)L
(6¯, 1)(−2)(2)R
(45)
What we have here are in fact different branes at different points along the extra dimension, where different
fermions are localised. This is reminiscent of the split-fermion model, in which fermions are confined to different
branes, which exponentially suppresses their wave function overlap and hence provides a possible framework for
understanding both fermion mass hierarchy and proton stability (for GUT’s where proton stability is an issue)
[14].
However, from a model building point of view, we can see right away that this fermion representation (with
Dirac-like Higgs-fermion Yukawa coupling in the Lagrangian) is no good: All (1, 2)(3)(2)’s, one of which has to
represent fiL from the Standard Model (2), couple only to the even function g, which means that they are never
confined anywhere. One could generalise this calculation by including bare mass terms, but since the (1, 2)’s will
never be confined, there is no point in pursuing this fermion representation any further (at least not with this
kind of Higgs coupling).
5.2 The 16
We will use the method outlined in 4.5 to break down the 16 of SO(10). Mathematica 4.1 was used for all
the symbolic evaluation, and since there is little understanding to be gained from the intermediate calculational
steps they will not be given here. Rather, we will outline our strategy in detail and then simply state the relevant
results.
We want to break down SO(10) to SU(3)⊗ SU(2)⊗ U(1)′′ ⊗ U(1)′. From [11], we know that
SO(10) ⊃ SU(5)⊗ U(1)′ (46)
16 −→ 1(−5)⊕ 5(3)⊕ 10(−1), (47)
and it is a simple matter to calculate the breakdown of the SU(5) representations under restriction to SU(3)⊗
SU(2)⊗U(1)′′. It simply involves applying the appropriately embedded SU(3)⊗SU(2)⊗U(1)′′ transformation
discussed previously and keeping track of the components. The 5 is the row-vector T i and the 10 is the 5 × 5
antisymmetric matrix T ij . Their breakdown is as follows:
5 −→ (3, 1)(−2) ⊕ (1, 2)(3)
T i Aρ=Tρ Aν=Tν+3
10 −→ (3¯, 1)(−4) ⊕ (3, 2)(1) ⊕ (1, 1)(6)
T ij Bσ=ǫσabT
ab Bσν=Tσ,ν+3 B=T 4,5
(48)
where below each representation it is indicated how its components are made up from the original SU(5) repre-
sentation.
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The difficult part therefore is to compute the breakdown of the 16 of SO(10) under restriction to SU(5)⊗U(1)′.
The first step is to embed an infinitesimal U(5) transformation in an infinitesimal SO(10) transformation. Then
we can find the corresponding S matrix which transforms the spinor, giving us an S restricted to an embedded
SU(5) transformation.
The following steps easily generalise to U(N) embedded in SO(2n). An infinitesimal U(5) transformation is
given by
U ≃ 1 + θi(iλa)
where the λ’s are the 52 − 1 = 24 hermetian generators of SU(5) and the θ’s are the 24 infinitesimal group
parameters. The overall U(1) charge is embedded by multiplying each θ by, say, Q and keeping track of it
throughout our calculation. There is one problem with this approach, however: to first order, det(U) = 1, which
means that the information about the U(1) charge is lost. This means that we are only embedding SU(5) in
SO(10), and we have to find out the U(1) charge of the breakdown-representations some other way (we already
know it from [11], but we would like to confirm it by finding it ourselves for completeness).
We use the h mapping (shown for a single complex number z) to embed the infinitesimal U in an infinitesimal
O ∈ SO(10).
h(z) =
(
Re z −Im z
Im z Re z
)
so the infinitesimal SU(5) transformation embedded in O ∈ SO(10) is
O ≃ 1 + θah(iλa) (49)
since h preserves additive and multiplicative structure. We simply have to find h(iλa) for each SU(5) generator.
Let us systematically relabel the 24 SU(5) generators in order to find their SO(10) counterpart. In general, for
SU(N), we have N2 − 1 N ×N hermetian generator matrices, which we can group into
• N − 1 diagonal generators, call them λ1, λ2, . . . , λN−1.
λi =
 1
−1
 ,
where the 1 is in the (i, i) position and the −1 is in the (N,N) position. In index notation,
(λi)ab = δ
a
b (−δaN + δai ).
• 12N(N − 1) real off-diagonal generators, call them λij for j > i running from 1 to N .
λij =

1
1

where the 1’s are in the (i, j) and (j, i) positions. In index notation,
(λij)ab = δ
a
i δ
j
b + δ
a
j δ
i
b.
• 12N(N − 1) imaginary off-diagonal generators, call them λ˜ij for j > i.
λ˜ij =

−i
i

where the −i and i are in the (i, j) and (j, i) positions respectively. In index notation,
(λ˜ij)ab = i(−δai δjb + δaj δib).
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where all other entries in the above matrices are zero. In this notation, an infinitesimal SU(5) transformation is
U ≃ 1 +
N−1∑
a=1
θa(iλa) +
a,b≤N∑
a<b
(θab(iλab) + θ˜ab(iλ˜ab)) (50)
with appropriately relabelled infinitesimal group parameters. It is then a simple matter to find h(iλ) for each
kind of generator:
h(iλi) = ǫ2i−1,2i − ǫ2N−1,2N
h(iλij) = ǫ2i−1,2j − ǫ2i,2j−1
h(iλ˜ij) = −ǫ2i,2j − ǫ2i−1,2j−1
where the ǫ’s are as in (31). Therefore, the SU(5) transformation embedded in SO(10) is
O ≃ 1 +
N−1∑
a=1
θa(ǫ2a−1,2a − ǫ2N−1,2N) +
a,b≤N∑
a<b
(θab(ǫ2a−1,2b − ǫ2a,2b−1) + θ˜ab(−ǫ2a,2b − ǫ2a−1,2b−1))
Finally, we can use Equation 32 to find the corresponding infinitesimal S matrix:
S ≃ 1+
N−1∑
a=1
θa
2
(γ2a−1γ2a−γ2N−1γ2N)+
a,b≤N∑
a<b
[
θab
2
(γ2a−1γ2b − γ2aγ2b−1) + θ˜
ab
2
(−γ2aγ2b − γ2a−1γ2b−1)
]
(51)
where the γ matrices are as per Equation 23 with n = 5.
Equipped with this S matrix we can now proceed to transform a 32-component spinor Ψ via
Ψi −→ SijΨj.
This spinor is made up of ΨA and ΨB as per Equation 33, each of which is a 32-component column vector with
16 empty entries, and the other 16 entries the same as Ψ. At this stage we do not know which of these two
Spinors is the 16 and which one is the 16. By acting on ΨA or B with S, we find out how its entries transform.
As per Equation 35 we then find the relationship between SA and SB, the S-submatrices that act on the
different irreducible spinor components. As expected, one obtains one from the other by complex conjugation
and by applying a unitary transformation MS (given in Appendix E).
We then transform the SU(5) representations 5, 5, 10 and 10 with the infinitesimal U transformation in (50).
Knowing that the 16 breaks down into 1 ⊕ 5 ⊕ 10, we perform the procedure from 4.5, assuming first that the
ΨA is the 16, and if that does not work, assume that the ΨB is the 16.
As it turns out, ΨB transforms as the 16 and the ΨA as the 16. The independent elements of the SU(5) 5,
10 and 1 are embedded in ΨB the following way:
5 :

T1
T2
T4
T4
T5
 =

Ψ8
B
−Ψ12
B
Ψ14
B
−Ψ15
B
Ψ16
B
 10 :

T 12
T 13
T 14
T 15
T 23
T 24
T 25
T 34
T 35
T 45

=

Ψ13
B
Ψ11
B
Ψ10
B
Ψ9
B
Ψ7
B
Ψ6
B
Ψ5
B
Ψ4
B
Ψ3
B
Ψ2
B

1 : T = Ψ1
B
. (52)
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Similarly for independent elements of the SU(5) 5, 10 and 1 are embedded in ΨA the following way
14:
5 :

T 1
T 2
T 4
T 4
T 5
 =

Ψ9
A
Ψ5
A
Ψ3
A
Ψ2
A
Ψ1
A
 10 :

T12
T13
T14
T15
T23
T24
T25
T34
T35
T45

=

Ψ4
A
−Ψ6
A
Ψ7
A
−Ψ8
A
Ψ10
A
−Ψ11
A
Ψ12
A
Ψ13
A
−Ψ14
A
Ψ15
A

1 : T = Ψ16
A
. (53)
This result, combined with (48), gives us the complete breakdown of the 16 and the 16 of SO(10) under restriction
to SU(3)⊗ SU(2)⊗ U(1)′′ ⊗ U(1)′.
We now went on to solve the Dirac Equation for the 16. Once again there is only one choice for the Dirac-like
Higgs-fermion Yukawa coupling term. The Lagrangian (with Higgs-only terms omitted) without bare mass terms
for the 16, i.e. ΨB, is
L = iΨBΓ
K∂KΨB + igBΨBγ
aγbΦabΨB (54)
and we use all the same symbols and notation as for the 120 Lagrangian. The sums running over spinor indices
from 1 to 32 have been expressed in matrix/vector notation, where ΨB is regarded as a 32-component vector
with half its components zero. The Dirac Equation is
0 = iΓK∂KΨB + igBγ
aγbΦabΨB (55)
Solving this Dirac Equation is a simple matter, since for a Φ in the standard form, the γaγbΦab 32× 32 matrix
is in fact already diagonal. The coupling term in (55) (i.e. the second term) is, in terms of f(z) and g(z),
symmetric kink:
gB
[
− 10fΨ1B,−2fΨ2B,−2fΨ3B,−2fΨ4B,−2fΨ5B,−2fΨ6B,−2fΨ7B, 6fΨ8B,
− 2fΨ9B,−2fΨ10B ,−2fΨ11B , 6fΨ12B ,−2fΨ13B , 6fΨ14B , 6fΨ15B , 6fΨ16B
]T
(56)
asymmetric kink:
gB
[
(4g − 6f)Ψ1B, (−4g − 6f)Ψ2B,−2fΨ3B,−2fΨ4B,−2fΨ5B,−2fΨ6B, (4g + 2f)Ψ7B, (−4g + 2f)Ψ8B,
− 2fΨ9B,−2fΨ10B , (4g + 2f)Ψ11B , (−4g + 2f)Ψ12B , (4g + 2f)Ψ13B , (−4g + 2f)Ψ14B , 6fΨ15B , 6fΨ16B
]T
(57)
Keep in mind that the symmetric kink preserves the SU(5) ⊗ U(1)′′. The very interesting thing to note from
(56) is that the couplings to f for each entry are proportional to the U(1)′ quantum number of the representation
it belongs to. More on that later.
We write down all the SU(3)⊗SU(2)⊗U(1)′′⊗U(1) breakdown components of the 16 and how they match
up with the Standard Model fermions. As before for the 120 breakdown, the hypercharge Y is given by 13x1.
Using (57), we can write their couplings to the asymmetric kink under each representation:
SO(10) ⊃ SU(3)⊗ SU(2)⊗ U(1)′′ ⊗ U(1)′
16 −→ (1, 1)(0)(−5)︸ ︷︷ ︸
νc
R
: 4g−6f
⊕ (1, 1)(6)(−1)︸ ︷︷ ︸
ec
R
: −4g−6f
⊕ (3¯, 1)(2)(3)︸ ︷︷ ︸
dc
R
: −4g+2f
⊕ (3¯, 1)(−4)(−1)︸ ︷︷ ︸
uc
R
: 4g+2f
⊕ (3, 2)(1)(−1)︸ ︷︷ ︸
QL: −2f
⊕ (1, 2)(−3)(3)︸ ︷︷ ︸
fL: 6f
(58)
where the couplings given under each representation (e.g. −2f for QL) are the equivalent of the scalar gφ in
3.2.2 for that fermion. (For the 16, simply conjugate all representations, multiply all the couplings by −1 and
charge-conjugate all the SM particles.) Once again we have a situation reminiscent of the split-fermion model
14Note that, while (53) was computed using the method from 4.5, we could have also gotten it by complex conjugating all of (52)
and performing the basis change on the Ψ’s using our MS matrix from (85)
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[14] as discussed for the 120, with the different confined fermions localised to branes at different locations along
the extra dimension.
If we use the analytic solution for the asymmetric kink, it quickly becomes clear that this toy model is not
behaving like the standard model should – all the SM fermions (in the appropriately charge-conjugated basis
used here) have to have the same chirality, but according to (58) the confined zero-modes of the ecR and QL are
left-handed whereas all the others are right-handed. Furthermore, the two right-handed quarks are unconfined
since, due to the larger factor in front of the g, the coupling never goes through zero.
All hope is not lost – we have not yet considered the most general Lagrangian for the 16. We can insert the
ΨA in charge-conjugate basis, as well as Dirac and Majorana bare mass terms. Our most general Lagrangian is
therefore
L =iΨ
c
AΓ
K∂KΨ
c
A + iΨBΓ
K∂KΨB + igAΨ
c
Aγ
aγbΦabΨcA + igBΨBγ
aγbΦabΨB+
mAΨ
c
AΨ
c
A +mBΨBΨB +mAB(Ψ
c
AMSΨB +ΨBMSΨ
c
A) (59)
where once again we suppress the spinor indices and instead deal with them via matrix/vector notation. Normally
we would have to complex conjugate the Higgs coupling term for the ΨcA, but since for a Higgs in the standard
form that term is completely imaginary, it is still a singlet. Note that for the Majorana Mass term, we have to
insert the basis change matrix MS between the Spinors, in order to match up the proper elements.
The corresponding Dirac Equation is
0 = iΓK∂K
(
ΨcA
ΨB
)
+
(
igAγ
aγbΦab +mA mABMS
mABMS igBγ
aγbΦab +mB
)(
ΨcA
ΨB
)
(60)
and upon diagonalising the matrix in front of the second term we get our mass eigenstates (equivalent to the Ci’s
from Equation 40 for the 120). As expected, we get two copies of each SU(3)⊗SU(2)⊗U(1)′′⊗U(1) representation
produced by the ΨcA/ΨB breakdown. The entries of each copy are made up of different linear combinations of
the elements of ΨcA and ΨB corresponding to that representation, so group theoretically everything works out
nicely, providing a consistency check of our calculation.
For the general case (i.e. unrestricted values for all coupling constants gA, gB, mA, mB and mAB), Higgs-
couplings for each of the eigenstates are quite unwieldy and hard to analyse. They are given in Appendix E.
However, for the special case gA = −gB = g, we get couplings which are quite manageable, and on first sight
they seem quite promising: for each of the doubled-up representations, one copy is totally unconfined whereas
one has the chance of being confined, with not immediately obvious chirality. The couplings for the elements of
the doubled-up SU(3)⊗ SU(2)⊗ U(1)′′ ⊗ U(1) representations are (up to a common factor):
(1, 1)(6)(−1) : (mA +mB)±
√
4m2AB + (mA −mB + 8 + 12 tanh (µz))2
(1, 1)(0)(−5) : (mA +mB)±
√
4m2AB + (mA −mB − 8 + 12 tanh (µz))2
(1, 2)(−3)(3) : (mA +mB)±
√
4m2AB + (mA −mB − 12 tanh (µz))2
(3¯, 1)(−4)(−1) : (mA +mB)±
√
4m2AB + (mA −mB − 8− 4 tanh (µz))2
(3¯, 1)(2)(3) : (mA +mB)±
√
4m2AB + (mA −mB + 8− 4 tanh (µz))2
(3, 2)(1)(−1) : (mA +mB)±
√
4m2AB + (mA −mB + 4 tanh (µz))2 (61)
where we have scaled all the bare masses by 1/(gamin). We can now try and find some values for the mass
constants to try and get them all confined with the correct chirality (for positive masses, those reps which have
the coupling with the + in front of the square root are never confined, so we are always talking about those with
the −). All couplings are of the form
(mA +mB)±
√
4m2AB + (mA −mB +D1 +D2 tanh (µz))2
for various values of D1 and D2. For this to be zero for one of + or −, the necessary and sufficient conditions
are that
(mA +mB)
2 ≤ 4m2AB and − 1 <
±
√
((mA +mB)2 − 4m2AB)−mA +mB −D1
D2
< 1 (62)
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for either + or −. If we want one of each of the duplicate representations in (61) to be confined, we have to
require that (62) is true for all the values D1 and D2 can assume in (61) (since if the coupling goes through zero,
the fermion is confined there). Working through all the inequalities, we find however that it is never possible to
confine all the fermions in (61).
One could go back and work with the general couplings for each of the representations, and start playing
with different values of gA and gB, but that does not seem worth the effort. Even if one were to find a certain
point in parameter space for which all fermions are confined with the correct chirality, that situation would be
particular to the analytical solution for the asymmetric Higgs kink. That kink, however, is unstable, since it has
a higher energy density than the superasymmetric kink. It would be wiser to find a kink solution for which the
asymmetric kink is actually stable, and then invest all the effort of trying to find that particular point in the
parameter space of the couplings for which all fermions are properly confined. If a proof of concept toy-model
requires too much work and fine-tuning to be realistic, maybe one should change some of its premises.
But as already mentioned, the 16 is not dead yet. For a different, actually stable solution for the asymmetric
Higgs kink, things might work out much better.
5.3 The Big Coincidence
We were startled by the fact that the symmetric kink couples to the fermions exactly proportionally to their
U(1)′ charge. Then we realised: the Φ is in the adjoint representation of SO(10), just like a gauge field! Group
theoretically, for an adjoint Higgs, the Dirac-like Higgs-fermion Yukawa coupling term is completely equivalent
to a gauge field coupling term. Hence, if the Higgs’ configuration is such that it mimics a Gauge Field generator
that commutes with all the other generators of the unbroken symmetry, it will couple to the charge associated
with that generator! U(1)′ charge is generated by the generator of U(5) which commutes with all the other
generators:
X2 =

2
2
2
2
2
 with SO(10) equivalent

2ǫ
2ǫ
2ǫ
2ǫ
2ǫ
 (63)
up to an irrelevant normalisation constant. Similarly, when restricting the SU(5) to SU(3) ⊗ SU(2) ⊗ U(1)′′,
the U(1)′′ charge is generated by another generator which commutes with all others
X1 =

−2
−2
−2
3
3
 with SO(10) equivalent

−2ǫ
−2ǫ
−2ǫ
3ǫ
3ǫ
 (64)
Which one of these charges does the Higgs couple to? That depends on the configuration. The symmetric kink
has the configuration 
fǫ
fǫ
fǫ
fǫ
fǫ
 (65)
and hence couples to the U(1)′ charge, as we observed for the 16. The asymmetric kink has the configuration
fǫ
fǫ
fǫ
gǫ
gǫ
 (66)
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and in order to find how the fermions couple to the f and g we have to express the relevant components of the
Higgs Kink as linear combinations of the corresponding U(1)-generators:
g

0
0
0
10ǫ
10ǫ
 = g(2X1 + 2X2) f

10ǫ
10ǫ
10ǫ
0
0
 = f(2X1 − 3X2) (67)
Hence, for each fermion in a representation of SU(3)⊗ SU(2)⊗ U(1)′′ ⊗ U(1)′ interacting with the asymmetric
kink, its coupling term, up to a normalisation constant, is given by
(2x1 + 2x2)g + (2x1 − 3x2)f (68)
where x1, x2 are the U(1)
′′, U(1)′ charges, respectively, of the fermion.
This gives us a way to almost instantaneously determine the confinement properties for any fermion rep-
resentation, as long as the Higgs is in the adjoint representation and we do not include any bare-mass terms
or Majorana-like Higgs-fermion Yukawa coupling terms. All we need to know is into what representations the
original fermion representation breaks down to, without any knowledge of how they are embedded. We can
simply use the tables in [11]. Furthermore, we can now legitimately use the adjoint Higgs symmetric kink as a
U(1)-probe in order to confirm the U(1)-charges of the breakdown representations in (46).
One should not interpret this finding as making the group theoretical techniques discussed in this project
irrelevant. It might present a shortcut for doing part of a special case of calculations, but we need the heavy
group theoretical machinery to perform a general analysis.
5.4 The 126 and the 144
Using the “Big Coincidence”, we can very easily perform an analysis of the basic confinement characteristics of
the 126 and the 144 interacting with the asymmetric kink (without any bare mass terms and only for Dirac-like
fermion-Higgs couplings). From [11] we know how the 126 breaks down. Focus on the SU(2) doublets:
126 −→ (1, 2)(−3)(−2)⊕ (1, 2)(3)(2)⊕ . . .
Using (68), we can see right away that these doublets only couple to g, not f , meaning they are not confined,
making this representation useless from a model-building point of view . Similarly we can quickly look at the
144. It breaks down into many representations of all shapes and sizes, and while it looks like maybe the SM
fermions might be confined, we have the same problem with wrong chiralities as with the 16, and there are a lot
of other particles floating around that we have to deal with somehow. Not a very pretty picture.
5.5 Side Remark: Majorana-like Higgs-Fermion Coupling Terms
Throughout this project we only considered Dirac-like fermion-Higgs Yukawa coupling terms ΨΦΨ. However,
the 120 also allows for a Majorana-like coupling term ΨTC5ΦΨ + h.c., where C5 is the 5-dimensional charge
conjugation operator C5 = Γ
0Γ2Γ5. (The 16 does not, since 16⊗ 16⊗ 45 does not yield a singlet – similarly for
the 126 and 144). So for the 120, the analysis presented here does not represent the most general case, and that
representation is definitely worth exploring further.
There is a subtle point to make about the discrete Z2 symmetry Φ → −Φ. We have to associate some kind
of discrete action on the Ψ with that symmetry, and the two possible choices are Ψ→ iΨ and Ψ→ ΓnΨ where
we can have n = 1, 2, 3, 5 (no sum). The first choice will leave Majorana-like Higgs-fermion coupling terms
and Dirac-like bare mass terms invariant, whereas the second choice will leave Dirac-like Higgs-fermion coupling
terms and Majorana-like bare mass terms invariant.15
Having picked our symmetry transformation for the Ψ, if we include terms which violate the discrete symmetry
then there will be radiative corrections proportional to odd powers of Φ which skew the potential and make the
kink configuration for the Higgs unstable. In this case we have to assume this back reaction to be small and the
lifetime of the kink to be much larger than the age of the universe.
15Interestingly, while the first choice leaves the fermion kinetic term invariant, the second choice will induce a parity-like trans-
formation realised by a reflection along the n-th spatial axis.
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6 Conclusion
The Clash of Symmetries mechanism provides a very efficient and aesthetically pleasing way of breaking a large
gauge symmetry down to a much smaller one. In this project we continued the work started by Shin and Volkas
[9], using their solution for the SO(10) Higgs field in the asymmetric kink configuration. We constructed Grand
Unified Toy Models with various SO(10) representations for the fermions, which we then dynamically confined
to a brane (or different branes) by coupling them to the Higgs field. Although the results were not as promising
as we hoped there are several other avenues to explore within the framework constructed here. At any rate, the
group theoretical techniques that were developed will be useful to anyone attempting this kind of model building
in the future.
The motivation of this model, in that it combines the efficient symmetry breaking of Higgs Kinks with their
ability to dynamically generate branes in a higher-dimensional universe, remains a worthwhile one regardless of
the outcome of any follow-up investigations to this project, and it remains possible that these principles may
be applied to a different gauge symmetry or kink configuration to eventually construct a true Grand Unified
Theory.
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A Basic Group Theory Review
Most of the material presented in this Appendix is taken from [2] and [13]. Here I will only give a brief overview
the group theory required to understand the Standard Model. In Section 4 I will carry this further to develop the
specific techniques required for my research project. I will use Einstein Summation Convention unless otherwise
indicated, and 1 denotes the number one or an identity matrix of appropriate size.
A.1 The Very Basics
A group is a collection of elements {gi} and a group operation ∗ such that
i) For any gi in G, gi ∗ gj is also in G (closure)
ii) There exists an element e in G such that e ∗ gi = gi ∗ e = gi (identity)
iii) For every element gi in G there exists an inverse element g
−1
i such that gi ∗ g−1i = g−1i ∗ gi = e (inverse)
iv) gi ∗ (gj ∗ gk) = (gi ∗ gj) ∗ gk (associativity)
(Omit the ∗ from now on and regard it as a ”generalised multiplication”.) If the group operation is commutative,
the group is called abelian. A subgroup K of G is a subset of G which also forms a group. K is nontrivial if it
is neither G itself nor {e}. The coset gK is the set {gk; k ∈ K}. g1K = g2K if g2 = g1k for some k ∈ K. If
gK = Kg for all g ∈ G then K is normal. For normal K we can form the quotient group G/K, which is the set of
cosets {gK; g ∈ G}. Intuitively, we have collapsed all elements of K into the identity. Sometimes we are sloppy
and call G/K a coset. If the elements of G are labelled by a discrete set of parameters G is called a discrete
group. If the elements of G are labelled by a continuous set of parameters G is called a Lie Group. A Lie group
is compact if its parameters span a compact space. For any two groups G = {g1, g2, . . .} and H = {h1, h2, . . .}, if
the gi’s commute with the hi’s we can form the direct product group G⊗H = {(gi, hj)} with the multiplication
law (gk, hl)(gm, hn) = (gkgm, hlhn). If a group does not contain any nontrivial subgroups, i.e. it cannot be
written as a direct product of two nontrivial groups, it is called a simple group. Note that we often interchange
the terms symmetry and group.
An important concept is that of a representation. A representation of a group G is defined by the mapping
R : g → D(g)
such that the D(g)’s satisfy the same multiplication rules as do the g’s. We will work exclusively with matrix
representations.
A.2 Lie Groups
Much of our work is done using Lie Groups. A Lie Group G is typically defined by a certain specifically selected
representation called the defining or fundamental representation. Working in that fundamental rep, for all the
Lie groups we are interested in we can write any element of the group G as
g(α1, α2, . . .) = e
−iαktk
where the real αk’s are called the group parameters, since they exactly specify an element of the group, and
the tk’s are the generators of the group G, which are hermitian. The vector space spanned by the generators is
called the Lie Algebra of the Lie Group G. The number of diagonal generators of a Lie Group is called its rank,
and a subgroup of G which has the same rank as G is called maximal.
In order for the group axioms to be satisfied, the generators of G must satisfy the commutation relations
[tn, tm] = ifnmptp (69)
where the fnmp are the structure constants of the Lie Algebra. For the group elements to be hermitian they
must be real numbers, and for simple and semi-simple (i.e. no U(1) invariant subgroups) Lie Groups they are
completely antisymmetric. We will now look at some important examples of simple Lie Groups.
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A.2.1 SU(N)
SU(N) is the group of complex unitary N ×N matrices with determinant 1, i.e.
SU(N) = {M ;M ∈ CN×N ,MM † = 1, det(M) = 1}. (70)
If we omit the det(M) = 1 condition we get U(N), the group of complex unitary matrices with determinant
eiθ for some arbitrary θ. Note that U(N) = SU(N) ⊗ U(1). There are N2 − 1 generators λi of SU(N), which
for the defining rep are the independent N × N hermitian matrices. They are usually normalised to satisfy
Tr(λlλm) =
1
2δlm. SU(N) has rank N − 1.
A.2.2 SO(N)
SO(N) is defined to be the group of real orthogonal N ×N matrices with determinant 1, i.e.
SO(N) = {M ;M ∈ RN×N ,MMT = 1, det(M) = 1}. (71)
Note that SO(3) is just the group of 3-D spatial rotation matrices. (If we omit the det(M) = 1 condition we get
O(N), the group of real orthogonal matrices with determinant 1 or -1. SO(N) is the compact subgroup of O(N).)
Any SO(N) matrix can be expressed as M = eA where A is real and antisymmetric. We can write A as a linear
combination of N(N − 1)/2 antisymmetric matrices denoted by iJ ij , where the J ij matrices are completely
imaginary and antisymmetric, hence hermitian, and J ij by itself generates a rotation in the ij-plane. The J ’s
obey the commutation relation
[J ij , Jkl] = i(δikJjl − δjkJ il + δjlJ ik − δilJjk). (72)
The J ij ’s are the generators of SO(N) and we write M = eiθ
ijJij , where the θij ’s are the group parameters.
A.3 Representations
Technically, a group is completely defined by a labelled list of elements and a complete multiplication table.
However, in practise this is very unwieldy, and therefore we like to work in representations of the group where
we can apply some natural operation – like matrix multiplication – to the representations of the group elements
to get the same behaviour we would were we to apply our – possibly infinite – multiplication table. As mentioned
before, a representation of a group G is defined by the mapping
R : g → D(g)
which preserves multiplicative structure, i.e.
if gigj = gk, then D(gi)D(gj) = D(gk)
The fundamental representations used to define SU(N) and SO(N) are given in Equations 70 and 71 and are
very familiar. But since representations are the bread and butter of our work we need to get familiar with larger
reps.
A.3.1 Representations of SU(N)
An N-element vector T i transforms under the action of an SU(N) group element U as
T i → T i′ = U iaT a
T i is acted upon by the fundamental rep of SU(N), and we call it N , the tensor representation of SU(N) with N
independent elements. When we say “tensor representation”, what we mean is that we can derive a representation
of SU(N) from the way N transforms. This is trivial here since we used the fundamental rep which defines SU(N)
to derive the way T i transforms, but it will be important later on. The distinction between a tensor and the
representation it induces by the way it transforms is too rarely made explicit and a potential source of confusion,
since it is the tensor that is called “the 10” (if it has 10 independent elements, say), but we also refer to it as “a
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representation”. Having made that point clear, I will now succumb to the nomenclative laziness of my field and
call everything under the sun a representation.
To start building larger reps, we need to define another object Ti, which transforms as the complex conjugate
of T i and is labelled N :
Ti → (U †)ai Ta = U ia
∗
Ta
I define the upper and lower indices of U to label the element’s row and column respectively. With this
convention, T i and Ti are column and row vectors respectively which are acted upon by simple matrix multipli-
cation.
From these two basic objects we can derive many other representations by use of the tensor product. If we
want to build up a higher-rank tensor, we just say that it transforms like a product of N ’s and N ’s (saying
nothing about the actual value of the tensor elements apart from restrictions placed on them by the required
transformation properties). For example, we construct a rank (2,1) tensor like this
T ijk ∼ T
iT jTk
(where the ∼ means “transforms like”) which, under action of SU(N), transforms as
T iT jTk → U iaU jbUkc
∗
T aT bTc
T ijk → U iaU jbUkc
∗
T abc
Clearly we can relabel the independent elements T ijk of that tensor as V
i, i.e. simply arranging them in a vector,
and rewrite the action of SU(N) as
V i →M iaV a.
Briefly returning to nomenclative pedantry for clarity, M is in actual fact a representation of SU(N) induced by
the way the tensor transforms. For each U ∈ SU(N), we can find a corresponding M . These M ’s clearly follow
the same multiplication rules as the U ’s.
Tensors of arbitrary rank (n,m) transform as
T i1i2...inj1j2...jm → U i1a1U i2a2 . . . U inanU
j1
b1
∗
U j2b2
∗
. . . U jmbm
∗
T a1a2...anb1b2...bm
For SU(N) one gets the conjugate of a tensor rep by noting that it transforms like the rep’s complex conjugate
(in index notation). Keeping in line with our established notation, this corresponds to making upper indices
lower indices and vice versa. Also, we change the label from x to x¯ (or vice versa).
Only irreducible representations are given a label according to their dimension (number of independent
components). In order to get irreducible representations, which are defined as reps which cannot be brought into
block-diagonal form by a similarity transformation, we dissect our tensor into components (not talking about
the tensor’s elements here) with definite symmetry or trace properties which transform into themselves. In order
to do that we need to know about those tensors which are invariant or isotropic under SU(N) transformation.
There are only two: the Kroenecker Delta δij and the rank-N Levi-Civita Symbols ǫi1i2...iN and ǫ
i1i2...iN (where,
just to reiterate, the position of each index indicates whether it transforms with a U or a U∗). Technically these
two invariant tensors are 1 representations of SU(N), since they transform like the identity. We can hence, by use
of the tensor product, attach them to any tensor we like without introducing “additional information”, which
would be akin to a non-trivial tensor product. We also note that tracing over an upper and a lower index is
invariant under SU(N) transformation, easily seen from the unitarity of the U ’s:
Rα...... L
...
α... → Uαa (U †)bα . . . Ra...... L...b... = δabRa...... L...b... = Ra...... L...a...∗
Tracing over lower and upper indices of two different tensors is called contraction, and we can use the invariant
tensors to contract indices of tensors. Symmetrising and antisymmetrising in SU(N) is only done across two
(or more) lower or two (or more) upper indices, not lower and upper, since otherwise the respective symmetry
components do not transform into themselves under SU(N) action. If through contraction and (anti)symmetrising
we arrive at an object which cannot be contracted or (anti)symmetrised without reducing it to zero, we have
ourselves an irreducible representation. An example will serve to illustrate that process.
Say we are working in SU(3) and want to compute the tensor product 3⊗ 3.
3⊗ 3 = T ij ∼ T iT j
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Consider the symmetric component
T ijS = T
ij + T ji
What happens if we try and contract it with invariant tensors? We know that we can’t use the Kroenecker Delta
to trace over its two upper indices. How about the Levi-Civita?
Ak = ǫijkT
ij
S = 0
Therefore the symmetric component is irreducible, and since it has 6 independent components we call it the 6.16
Now let’s play with the asymmetric component
T ijA = T
ij − T ji
Once again, we can’t mess with the Kroenecker Delta, but we can apply the Levi-Civita without loss of infor-
mation
Bk = ǫijkT
ij
A
so for example B1 = 2T
23. We can see that this rep transforms as the 3¯ of SU(3). Hence 3 ⊗ 3 = 6 + 3¯. This
example highlights a peculiarity of SU(3): Its 3× 3 antisymmetric matrix rep transforms as a row vector. This
is because we can use a rank-N Levi-Civita to contract (N − 1) asymmetric indices to one index without loss
of information. In general, using the Levi-Civita is only sensible if it allows us to reduce the rank of the tensor
- applying a rank (0, 10) Levi-Civita to a rank (3, 0) tensor would produce a rank (0, 7) tensor, with plenty of
“superfluous”, meaning trivially non-independent, components – a step in the wrong direction on the path to
irreducibility.
To display the use of trace here is another SU(3) example. Consider the tensor product 3⊗ 3¯
3⊗ 3¯ = T ij ∼ T iTj .
We can’t do any (anti)symmetrising here, and we can’t use Levi-Civita because we don’t have enough indices
on top or bottom, but we can form the trace Tαα , which is invariant under SU(N) action, i.e. transforms as a
singlet 1. The remaining independent components are
T ij − 13Tαα
obtained by simply removing the trace. This rep is a traceless 3× 3 matrix and has 8 independent components,
so we call it the 8. Hence 3⊗ 3¯ = 1 + 8. (The 8 also has the special property of being the adjoint rep of SU(3),
which is of great importance to particle physics, and we comment on it in Section 2.) These two examples are
special cases of a useful general result for SU(N):
N ⊗N = 12N(N + 1)S + 12N(N − 1)A
N ⊗N = 1 + (N2 − 1) (73)
A.3.2 Representations of SO(N)
The representations of SO(N) are formed in exactly the same way as those of SU(N), with the following changes:
• There are no bottom indices since SO(N) matrices are real, and hence all representations are real (with
the exception of spinor reps, but never mind that for now, that will be addressed in Section 4).
• Traces across any two indices are invariant, which means that all higher-rank irreducible representations
of SO(N) are traceless
We can get a similar result for N ⊗N as for SU(N), taking into account that trace is always invariant:
N ⊗N = (12N(N + 1)− 1)S + 1 + 12N(N − 1)A (74)
16Note we call TSij the 6¯. In general, if we have tensors with all upper or lower indices we denote the rep with lower indices with
the bar. If there are less (more) upper than lower indices we can adopt the practise of (not) having a bar above the labelling number,
but that is just convention, and sometimes the bar/no-bar distinction is not enough to distinguish different representations with the
same number of independent components. Whenever precise “indexology” is required I will make the exact form of each rep explicit
to avoid confusion.
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A.3.3 The Adjoint Representation
Let our Lie Group have d generators. By applying the Jacobi Identity to its generators
[tj , [tk, tl]] + [tl, [tj , tk]] + [tk, [tl, tj ]] = 0
and using Equation 69 we get a relation among the structure constants
fmnpflpq + flmpfnpq + fnlpfmpq = 0.
Hence we can define d matrices by
(Xl)mn = −iflmn
which satisfy
[Xl, Xm] = iflmpXp.
These X matrices are a d× d representation of the Lie Algebra (recall the fundamental representation of the Lie
Algebra is N ×N) and are closely connected to the irreducible tensor representation d of the Lie Group, called
the adjoint representation. To see this let’s work through the SU(3) case, which is of special importance for the
Standard Model. This procedure easily generalises to SO(N) and SU(N).
SU(3) has 32 − 1 = 8 generators, so its adjoint rep is the 8, the traceless T ij , which is also hermitian since it
has equal numbers of top and bottom indices. This 3× 3 traceless hermitian matrix can be expressed as a linear
combination of SU(3) generators
T ij = Gq(λq)
i
j
working in matrix notation to avoid too many indices, note that T transforms as T → UTU †. We have U = eiθpλp ,
and for the moment let’s restrict ourselves to an infinitesimal SU(3) transformation U = 1 + iθpλp. Working to
first order in the group parameters, write how T transforms under this infinitesimal U and simplify,
T = Gqλq
T → UTU †
= (1 + iθpλp)(Gqλq)(1 − iθsλs)
= Gq(λq + iθp[λp, λq])
= Gq(λq + iθpfpqrλr)
= Grλr + iθpfpqrGqλr
T = Grλr → (Gr − iθpfprqGq)λr
= (Gr + (θpXp)rqGq)λr
where I renamed some dummy indices. We can write this as
V = (1 + θpXp)V
where
V =

G1
G2
...
G8
 .
is the vector in λ-basis representing T ij . For finite SU(3) transformations, this turns into
V = eθpXpV.
This process is trivially generalisable to SU(N) and also works for SO(N), where the adjoint rep is the 12N(N−1),
the rank-2 antisymmetric tensor.
The connection is now clear: the matrix representation determined by the way the adjoint tensor represen-
tation transforms is generated by the X matrices, which are a d× d representation of the Lie Algebra.
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B Useful subgroups of SO(10)
Here we will discuss in detail how the relevant subgroups of SO(10) are embedded for the asymmetric Higgs kink
scenario discussed in 3.3.3.
B.1 The Embedding of U(5) in SO(10)
There is a simple mapping, call it h, which takes any complex number to a real 2× 2 matrix.
reiθ
h−→ r
(
cos θ − sin θ
sin θ cos θ
)
r ≥ 0
h preserves both additive and multiplicative structure. This function can be generalised to map any n × n
complex matrix to a 2n × 2n real matrix, where each complex entry is mapped to the corresponding 2 × 2
sub-block of the real matrix.
We shall now use our generalised h to show how U(5) can be embedded in SO(10). For any complex matrix
M first note that
h(M †) = h(M)T
Let U ∈ U(5). Since h preserves both additive and multiplicative structure it is easy to see that
h(U †U) = h(15) = 110
= h(U)Th(U)
h(U1U2) = h(U1)h(U2).
Hence h maps U(5) into O(10). But U(5) is a connected manifold, and since the antispecial O(10) matrices do
not form a subgroup, h maps U(5) into SO(10).
The restriction of SO(10) to U(5) is therefore realised by restricting the choice of possible SO(10) transfor-
mation matrices to those which are also a member of the image of h. Consider an arbitrary U(5) matrix U with
entries Ukl = r
k
l e
iθkl , i.e.
U =
 r
1
1e
iθ11 r12e
iθ12 . . .
r21e
iθ21 r22e
iθ22 . . .
...
...
. . .

The corresponding SO(10) matrix is
h(U) =

r11
(
cos θ11 − sin θ11
sin θ11 cos θ
1
1
)
r12
(
cos θ12 − sin θ12
sin θ12 cos θ
1
2
)
. . .
r12
(
cos θ12 − sin θ12
sin θ12 cos θ
1
2
)
r22
(
cos θ22 − sin θ22
sin θ22 cos θ
2
2
)
. . .
...
...
. . .

Upon careful inspection one realises that this restricted SO(10) matrix can be expressed in index notation as
Oij = r
k
l
[
δi2k−1(δ
2l−1
j cos θ
k
l − δ2lj sin θkl ) + δi2k(δ2lj cos θkl + δ2l−1j sin θkl )
]
(75)
B.2 The Embedding of U(3)⊗ U(2) in U(5)
U(5) is equivalent to SU(5) ⊗ U(1)′. We can further break down the SU(5) into SU(3) ⊗ SU(2) ⊗ U(1)′′ by
trivially embedding the respective 3× 3 and 2× 2 transformation matrices in the 5× 5 U(5) matrix in a variety
of ways. In order to be consistent with the specific U(3) ⊗ U(2) symmetry obeyed by the asymmetric kink in
the bulk (see [9] and 3.3.3), we construct the embedding as follows
U =
(
U3 0
0 U2
)
(76)
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for U ∈ SU(5). The U3 and U2 sub-matrices are SU(3) and SU(2) transformation matrices which carry a U(1)′′
charge of -2 and 3 respectively.
C Aside: Direct Products of Spinor Representations
We had to teach ourselves how to perform direct products with Spinors. This Appendix does not represent a
rigorous analysis, but rather a very informal documentation of our learning process on how to do direct products
with spinor representations.
We work in SO(10). From our analysis in 5.2, we know that
ΨA,ΨB ∼ 16, ΨA,ΨB ∼ 16,
where
ΨA =
1
2 (1− γFIVE)Ψ, ΨB = 12 (1 + γFIVE)Ψ, ΨA = 12Ψ(1− γFIVE), ΨB = 12Ψ(1 + γFIVE).
The key point in performing spinor direct products is that the matrix indices of the 32 × 32 Clifford Algebra
matrices run from 1 to 10 and hence bridge the gap between the SO(10) tensor indices, which run from 1 to 10,
and the SO(10) spinor indices, which run from 1 to 32.
We perform the 16 ⊗ 16 product as follows: Start by simply multiplying together two 16’s in appropriate
row/column vector form and inserting the maximum number of γ’s between them:
ΨAγγγγγΨB.
We have to insert odd numbers of γ’s since if we have an even number of γ’s between the two Spinors, we would
get a factor
(1 + γFIVE)(1 − γFIVE) = 0
The maximum number of γ’s we can put in is 5. If we had, say, 7 γ’s, we could insert a γFIVE next to a spinor,
which is equivalent to a trivial overall change in sign since the Spinors are γFIVE eigenstates, turning the 7 γ’s
into 3 γ’s. In a sense, the γFIVE is a spinor direct product version of the Levi-Civita, in terms of how it is used
to obtain irreducible representations.
Now to actually get the product representations, we simply trace over different numbers of γ’s and remove
the remaining traces:
• ΨAγiΨB is a 10 and obtained by tracing over 4 γ’s.
• ΨAγiγjγkΨB − {traces} is a 120, the rank-3 antisymmetric tensor, and is obtained by tracing over 2 γ’s
• ΨAγiγjγkγlγmΨB−{traces} is a rank-5 antisymmetric tensor, which normally has 252 components. How-
ever, since (for example) γ1γ2γ3γ4γ5 can be obtained from γ6γ7γ8γ9γ10 by multiplying it by a γFIVE, half
of the entries are not independent: the representation is the 126.
Hence 16⊗ 16 = 10⊕ 120⊕ 126. This gives us the form of the 126 in terms of the basic spinor reps it is derived
from. Note that the 126 is obtained by switching A and B in the above computation.
For completeness we also outline computation 16⊗ 16 direct product, which is performed using exactly the
same principles. Multiply together a 16 and a 16 in appropriate row/column vector form and insert the maximum
number of γ’s between them:
ΨBγγγγΨB.
We have to insert even numbers of γ’s and the maximum number if 4, for the same reasons as for the 16 ⊗ 16.
Upon tracing over different numbers of γ’s and removing remaining traces we obtain the product representations:
• ΨBΨB is a singlet and obtained by tracing over 4 γ’s.
• ΨBγiγjΨB − {traces} is a 45, the rank-2 antisymmetric tensor, and is obtained by tracing over 2 γ’s
• ΨAγiγjγkγlΨB − {traces} is the 210, the rank-4 antisymmetric tensor, and is obtained by tracing over 4
γ’s
Hence 16⊗ 16 = 1⊕ 45⊕ 210.
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D Calculations for the 120
Here we present the details of calculating the breakdown of the 120 of SO(10) under restriction to GSM ⊗U(10,
embedded to conform with the left-over symmetry of the asymmetric kink in the 45 representation. We have to
compute the breakdowns of the 10 and 45 first, since the 120 can be obtained from the 10⊗ 45 direct product,
and the 45 can be obtained from the 10⊗ 10 direct product.
D.1 The 10 Breakdown
The 10 of SO(10) is a column-vector with 10 real components T i = (T 1, T 2, . . . , T 10), which transforms according
to
T i −→ OiaT a
Under the restricted O given by Equation 75, the components can be grouped into two classes based on the way
they transform under the restriction of SO(10) to U(5):
T 2k−1 −→ rkl (cos θkl T 2l−1 − sin θkl T 2l)
T 2k −→ rkl (sin θkl T 2l−1 + cos θkl T 2l) (77)
where k runs from 1 to 5. We now search for embedded U(5) representations.
One would expect the 10 of SO(10) to break down into a 5 and a 5¯ (since the 10 is real), which turns out to be
the case. The 5 of SU(5) (we will deal with the U(1)′ charge later) is a column-vector with 5 complex components
T˜ i = (T˜ 1, T˜ 2, . . . , T˜ 5)T . Similarly the 5¯ is a row-vector with 5 complex components T˜i = (T˜1, T˜2, . . . , T˜5). Under
an SU(5) transformation corresponding to the restricted SO(10) transformation O, the 5 transforms as
T˜ k −→Ukl T˜ l = rkl eiθ
k
l T˜ l
ReT˜ k −→ rkl (cos θkl ReT˜ l − sinθkl ImT˜ l)
ImT˜ k −→ rkl (sin θkl ReT˜ l + cosθkl ImT˜ l)
The embedding of the SU(5) 5 in the SO(10) 10 is now obvious by direct comparison with Equation 77:
T˜ k = T 2k−1 + iT 2k
Similarly for the 5¯. It transforms as
T˜k −→ (U †)lkT˜l = rkl e−iθ
k
l T˜l
ReT˜k −→ rkl (cos θkl ReT˜l − sinθkl ImT˜l)
ImT˜k −→ − rkl (sin θkl ReT˜l + cosθkl ImT˜l)
and is embedded via
T˜k = T
2k−1 − iT 2k
As for the U(1)′ quantum numbers, they must be equal and opposite since the 10 is real. We can normalise
them any way we like and choose the value 2.
I will now introduce a notation which is useful for working with large breakdowns. Under each representation
I write how it is embedded in the mother-representation. Hence I write the branching rule for the 10 in
SO(10) ⊃ SU(5)⊗ U(1)′ as
10 −→ 5(2) ⊕ 5¯(−2)
T i T˜k=T 2k−1+iT 2k T˜k=T
2k−1−iT 2k
(78)
But we can’t stop there. Restricting ourselves to the embedded SU(3) ⊗ SU(2) ⊗ U(1)′′ subgroup of the
SU(5), we see that a 5 of SU(5) breaks down trivially as
5 −→ (3, 1)(−2) ⊕ (1, 2)(3)
T˜ i Aρ=T˜ρ Aν=T˜ν+3
(79)
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i.e. the first 3 entries transform as a 3 of SU(3) and the last 2 entries transform as a 2 of SU(2).17
Combining Equations 78 and 79 we see that the branching rule for
SO(10) ⊃ SU(3)⊗ SU(2)⊗ U(1)′′ ⊗ U(1)′ is
10 −→
I
(1, 2)(3)(2) ⊕
II
(3, 1)(−2)(2) ⊕
T i Aν=T 2ν+5+iT 2ν+6 Aρ=T 2ρ−1+iT 2ρ
III
(1, 2¯)(−3)(−2) ⊕
IV
(3¯, 1)(2)(−2)
Aν=T
2ν+5−iT 2ν+6 Aρ=T
2ρ−1−iT 2ρ
(80)
The roman numerals above the representations are labels which we will need later when evaluating the 120
breakdown.
D.2 The 45 Breakdown
The 45 of SO(10) is T ijA , a 10× 10 antisymmetric matrix (omit the A for the rest of this Section to avoid index
poisoning, as far as that is possible . . . ). It is constructed from the 10 via 10⊗A 10. For the purpose of deriving
transformation properties only, write T ij = T iT j (where antisymmetry between i and j indices is implied), and
similarly with the breakdown representations of the 45 as they are derived from the breakdown representations
of the 10.
This is the tensor product of the breakdown representations we have to compute:
45 = 10⊗A 10 →
[
(3, 1)(−2)(2) ⊕ (1, 2)(3)(2) ⊕
T ij Aρ=T 2ρ−1+iT 2ρ Aν=T 2ν+5+iT 2ν+6
(3¯, 1)(2)(−2) ⊕ (1, 2¯)(−3)(−2)
]
⊗A
[
. . .
]
Aρ=T
2ρ−1−iT 2ρ Aν=T
2ν+5−iT 2ν+6
(81)
We then work out each of the terms in the above tensor product. Because of the antisymmetry of the 45,
terms like (1, 2)⊗A (3, 1) and (3, 1)⊗A (1, 2) are not independent, and purely symmetric products are zero. A
term-by-term breakdown of the left-hand-side of Equation 81 is as follows (irreducible terms are in bold):
• (1, 2⊗ 2)(6)(4)A:
BνµA =
[
(T 2ν+5T 2µ+5 − T 2ν+6T 2µ+6) + i(T 2ν+5T 2µ+6 + T 2ν+6T 2µ+5)]
A
=
[
(T 2ν+5,2µ+5 − T 2ν+6,2µ+6) + i(T 2ν+5,2µ+6 + T 2ν+6,2µ+5)]
A
The antisymmetric component is the singlet B1,2.
(1, 1)(6)(4) : B = (T 7,9 − T 8,10) + i(T 7,10 + T 8,9)
(From now on I will skip the step of writing the two separate T is)
• (3, 2)(1)(4):
Bρν = (T 2ρ−1,2ν+5 − T 2ρ,2ν+6) + i(T 2ρ,2ν+5 + T 2ρ−1,2ν+6)
• (1, 2¯⊗ 2)(0)(0):
Bνµ = (T
2ν+5,2µ+5 + T 2ν+6,2µ+6) + i(T 2ν+5,2µ+6 + T 2ν+6,2µ+5)
gives
(1, 1)(0)(0): B = T 2α+5,2α+6
(1, 3)(0)(0): Bνµ = (T
2ν+5,2µ+5 + T 2ν+6,2µ+6)+
i(T 2ν+5,2µ+6 + T 2ν+6,2µ+5 − δνµT 2α+5,2α+6)
17The 2 and the 2¯ of SU(2) are not independent of each other, they are related via Bν = ǫνaBa. Whenever the conjugate
representation of a 2 turns up I will leave it as a 2¯ to simplify the calculations, and only for the final important results will I rewrite
it to a 2. Whenever there is a rank-2 Levi-Cevita it is usually a smoking gun for writing a 2¯ as a 2.
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• (3¯, 2)(5)(0):
Bνρ = (T
2ρ−1,2ν+5 + T 2ρ,2ν+6)− i(T 2ρ,2ν+5 − T 2ρ−1,2ν+6)
• (3⊗ 3, 1)(−4)(4):
Bρσ = (T 2ρ−1,2σ−1 − T 2ρ,2σ) + i(T 2ρ−1,2σ + T 2ρ,2σ−1)
gives
(3¯, 1)(−4)(4) : Bρ = ǫρab
[
(T 2a−1,2b−1 − T 2a,2b) + i(T 2a−1,2b + T 2a,2b−1)]
• (3, 2¯)(−5)(0):
Bρν = (T
2ρ−1,2ν+5 + T 2ρ,2ν+6) + i(T 2ρ,2ν+5 − T 2ρ−1,2ν+6)
• (3⊗ 3¯, 1)(0)(0):
Bρσ = (T
2ρ−1,2σ−1 + T 2ρ,2σ) + i(T 2ρ,2σ−1 − T 2ρ−1,2σ)
gives
(1, 1)(0)(0): B = T 2β,2β−1
(8, 1)(0)(0): Bρσ = (T
2ρ−1,2σ−1 + T 2ρ,2σ)+
i(T 2ρ,2σ−1 − T 2ρ−1,2σ − 23δρσT 2β,2β−1)
• (1, 2¯⊗ 2¯)(−6)(−4):
BνµA =
[
(T 2ν+5,2µ+5 − T 2ν+6,2µ+6) + i(T 2ν+5,2µ+6 + T 2ν+6,2µ+5)]
A
gives
(1, 1)(−6)(−4) : B = (T 7,9 − T 8,10)− i(T 7,10 + T 8,9)
• (3¯, 2¯)(−1)(−4):
Bρν = (T
2ρ−1,2ν+5 − T 2ρ,2ν+6)− i(T 2ρ,2ν+5 + T 2ρ−1,2ν+6)
• (3¯⊗ 3¯, 1)(4)(−4)A:
Bρσ = (T
2ρ−1,2σ−1 − T 2ρ,2σ)− i(T 2ρ−1,2σ + T 2ρ,2σ−1)
gives
(3, 1)(4)(−4) : Bρ = ǫρab
[
(T 2a−1,2b−1 − T 2a,2b)− i(T 2a−1,2b + T 2a,2b−1)]
We have just derived the complete breakdown of the 45. Let us write it out once in all its glory, in a vertical
form of our usual notation because of the sheer size of the thing. The numbers in curly brackets are labels for
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each of the breakdown representations which we will need when evaluating the 120 breakdown.
45 T ij
↓
{1} (1, 1)(0)(0) B = T 2α+5,2α+6
⊕
{2} (1, 1)(0)(0) B = T 2β,2β−1
⊕
{3} (1, 1)(6)(4) B = (T 7,9 − T 8,10) + i(T 7,10 + T 8,9)
⊕
{4} (1, 1)(−6)(−4) B = (T 7,9 − T 8,10)− i(T 7,10 + T 8,9)
⊕
{5} (3¯, 1)(−4)(4) Bρ = ǫρab
[
(T 2a−1,2b−1 − T 2a,2b) + i(T 2a−1,2b + T 2a,2b−1)]
⊕
{6} (3, 1)(4)(−4) Bρ = ǫρab[(T 2a−1,2b−1 − T 2a,2b)− i(T 2a−1,2b + T 2a,2b−1)]
⊕
{7} (3, 2)(1)(4) Bρν = (T 2ρ−1,2ν+5 − T 2ρ,2ν+6) + i(T 2ρ,2ν+5 + T 2ρ−1,2ν+6)
⊕
{8} (3¯, 2¯)(−1)(−4) Bρν = (T 2ρ−1,2ν+5 − T 2ρ,2ν+6)− i(T 2ρ,2ν+5 + T 2ρ−1,2ν+6)
⊕
{9} (3, 2¯)(−5)(0) Bρν = (T 2ρ−1,2ν+5 + T 2ρ,2ν+6) + i(T 2ρ,2ν+5 − T 2ρ−1,2ν+6)
⊕
{10} (3¯, 2)(5)(0) Bνρ = (T 2ρ−1,2ν+5 + T 2ρ,2ν+6)− i(T 2ρ,2ν+5 − T 2ρ−1,2ν+6)
⊕
{11} (1, 3)(0)(0) Bνµ = (T 2ν+5,2µ+5 + T 2ν+6,2µ+6)+
i(T 2ν+5,2µ+6 + T 2ν+6,2µ+5 − δνµT 2α+5,2α+6)
⊕
{12} (8, 1)(0)(0) Bρσ = (T 2ρ−1,2σ−1 + T 2ρ,2σ)+
+ i(T 2ρ,2σ−1 − T 2ρ−1,2σ − 23δρσT 2β,2β−1)
(82)
D.3 The 120 Breakdown
We will follow exactly the same procedure as we did for the 45. The 120 of SO(10) is T ijkA , a completely
antisymmetric rank-3 tensor (again omit the A from now on) and is obtained from 10⊗A10⊗A10. Its breakdown
can be obtained from the breakdown of 45⊗ 10 by imposing the restriction that the three indices of the mother-
representation are completely antisymmetric. As we will see, this restriction reduces the number of resulting
independent non-zero representations from 48 to 24. For the purpose of transformation properties only, write
T ijk = T ijT k, where antisymmetry between all indices is implied.
Now we get to use the labels we gave to the 10 and 45 breakdown representations. The tensor product we
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have to evaluate is:
120 = (45⊗ 10)A −→[
(1, 1)(0)(0) ⊕ (1, 1)(0)(0) ⊕ (1, 1)(6)(4) ⊕ (1, 1)(−6)(−4) ⊕
{1} {2} {3} {4}
(3¯, 1)(4)(−4) ⊕ (3, 1)(4)(−4) ⊕ (3, 2)(1)(4) ⊕ (3¯, 2¯)(−1)(−4) ⊕
{5} {6} {7} {8}
(3, 2¯)(−5)(0) ⊕ (3¯, 2)(5)(0) ⊕ (1, 3)(0)(0) ⊕ (8, 1)(0)(0)
] ⊗
A
{9} {10} {11} {12}[
(1, 2)(3)(2) ⊕ (3, 1)(−2)(2) ⊕ (1, 2¯)(−3)(−2) ⊕ (3¯, 1)(2)(−2)
]
I II III IV
(83)
The independent non-zero terms on the LHS are (again irreducible representations in bold):
• {1} ⊗ I gives
(1, 2)(3)(2) : Cν = T 2α+5,2α+6T 2ν+5 + iT 2α+5,2α+6T 2ν+6
i.e.
(1, 2)(3)(2) : Cν = T 2ν+5,2α+5,2α+6 + iT 2ν+6,2α+5,2α+6
From now on I will skip the intermediate step of writing the two separate T’s and instead write everything
in terms of the T ijk right away.
• {1} ⊗ II gives
(3, 1)(−2)(2) : Cρ = T 2ρ−1,2α+5,2α+6 + iT 2ρ,2α+5,2α+6
• {1} ⊗ III gives
(1, 2¯)(−3)(−2) : Cν = T 2ν+5,2α+5,2α+6 − iT 2ν+6,2α+5,2α+6
or
(1, 2)(−3)(−2) : Cν = ǫνa(T 2a+5,2α+5,2α+6 − iT 2a+6,2α+5,2α+6)
From now on I will skip the step of first writing down the 2¯ and write down the 2 right away.
• {1} ⊗ IV gives
(3¯, 1)(2)(−2) : Cρ = T
2ρ−1,2α+5,2α+6 − iT 2ρ,2α+5,2α+6
• {2} ⊗ I gives
(1, 2)(3)(2) : Cν = T 2ν+5,2β−1,2β + iT 2ν+6,2β−1,2β
• {2} ⊗ II gives
(3, 1)(−2)(2) : Cρ = T 2ρ−1,2β−1,2β + iT 2ρ,2β−1,2β
• {2} ⊗ III gives
(1, 2)(−3)(−2) : Cν = ǫνa(T 2a+5,2β−1,2β − iT 2a+6,2β−1,2β)
• {2} ⊗ IV gives
(3¯, 1)(2)(−2) : Cρ = T
2ρ−1,2β−1,2β − iT 2ρ,2β−1,2β
• {3} ⊗ II gives
(3, 1)(4)(6) : Cρ =(T 2ρ−1,7,9 − T 2ρ−1,8,10 − T 2ρ,7,10 − T 2ρ,8,9)+
i(T 2ρ,7,9 − T 2ρ,8,10 + T 2ρ−1,7,10 + T 2ρ−1,8,9)
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• {3} ⊗ IV gives
(3¯, 1)(8)(2) : Cρ =(T
2ρ−1,7,9 − T 2ρ−1,8,10 + T 2ρ,7,10 + T 2ρ,8,9)+
i(−T 2ρ,7,9 + T 2ρ,8,10 + T 2ρ−1,7,10 + T 2ρ−1,8,9)
• {4} ⊗ II gives
(3, 1)(−8)(−2) : Cρ =(T 2ρ−1,7,9 − T 2ρ−1,8,10 + T 2ρ,7,10 + T 2ρ,8,9)−
i(−T 2ρ,7,9 + T 2ρ,8,10 + T 2ρ−1,7,10 + T 2ρ−1,8,9)
• {4} ⊗ IV gives
(3¯, 1)(−4)(−6) : Cρ =(T
2ρ−1,7,9 − T 2ρ−1,8,10 − T 2ρ,7,10 − T 2ρ,8,9)−
i(T 2ρ,7,9 − T 2ρ,8,10 + T 2ρ−1,7,10 + T 2ρ−1,8,9)
• {5} ⊗ I gives
(3¯, 2)(−1)(6) : Cνρ = ǫρab
[
(T 2a−1,2b−1,2ν+5 − T 2a,2b,2ν+5 − T 2a−1,2b,2ν+6 − T 2a,2b−1,2ν+6)+
i(T 2a−1,2b−1,2ν+6 − T 2a,2b,2ν+6 + T 2a−1,2b,2ν+5 + T 2a,2b−1,2ν+5)]
• {5} ⊗ II yields a singlet (the 8 vanishes)
(1, 1)(−6)(6) : C = ǫβab
[
(T 2a−1,2b−1,2β−1 − T 2a,2b,2β−1 − 2T 2a,2b−1,2β)+
i(T 2a−1,2b−1,2β − T 2a,2b,2β + 2T 2a,2b−1,2β−1)]
• {5} ⊗ III gives
(3¯, 2)(−7)(2) : Cνρ = ǫ
νcǫρab
[
(T 2a−1,2b−1,2c+5 − T 2a,2b,2c+5 + T 2a−1,2b,2c+6 + T 2a,2b−1,2c+6)+
i(−T 2a−1,2b−1,2c+6 + T 2a,2b,2c+6 + T 2a−1,2b,2c+5 + T 2a,2b−1,2c+5)]
• {5} ⊗ IV yields a 6¯, the 3 is not independent.
(6¯, 1)(−2)(2) : Cρσ = ǫρab
[
(T 2a−1,2b−1,2σ−1 − T 2a,2b,2σ−1 + T 2a−1,2b,2σ + T 2a,2b−1,2σ)+
i(−T 2a−1,2b−1,2σ + T 2a,2b,2σ + T 2a−1,2b,2σ−1 + T 2a,2b−1,2σ−1)]
+{ρ↔ σ}
• {6} ⊗ I gives
(3, 2)(7)(−2) : Cρν = ǫρab
[
(T 2a−1,2b−1,2ν+5 − T 2a,2b,2ν+5 + T 2a−1,2b,2ν+6 + T 2a,2b−1,2ν+6)−
i(−T 2a−1,2b−1,2ν+6 + T 2a,2b,2ν+6 + T 2a−1,2b,2ν+5 + T 2a,2b−1,2ν+5)]
• {6} ⊗ II yields a 6, the 3¯ is not independent.
(6, 1)(2)(−2) : Cρσ = ǫρab
[
(T 2a−1,2b−1,2σ−1 − T 2a,2b,2σ−1 + T 2a−1,2b,2σ + T 2a,2b−1,2σ)−
i(−T 2a−1,2b−1,2σ + T 2a,2b,2σ + T 2a−1,2b,2σ−1 + T 2a,2b−1,2σ−1)]
+{ρ↔ σ}
• {6} ⊗ III gives
(3, 2)(1)(−6) : Cρν = ǫνcǫρab
[
(T 2a−1,2b−1,2c+5 − T 2a,2b,2c+5 − T 2a−1,2b,2c+6 − T 2a,2b−1,2c+6)−
i(T 2a−1,2b−1,2c+6 − T 2a,2b,2c+6 + T 2a−1,2b,2c+5 + T 2a,2b−1,2c+5)]
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• {6} ⊗ IV yields a singlet (the 8 vanishes)
(1, 1)(6)(−6) : C = ǫβab
[
(T 2a−1,2b−1,2β−1 − T 2a,2b,2β−1 − 2T 2a,2b−1,2β)−
i(T 2a−1,2b−1,2β − T 2a,2b,2β + 2T 2a,2b−1,2β−1)]
• {9} ⊗ I yields a (3,3) (the (3,1) is not independent)
(3, 3)(−2)(2) : Cρµν =(T
2ρ−1,2ν+5,2µ+5 + T 2ρ,2ν+6,2µ+5 − T 2ρ,2ν+5,2µ+6 + T 2ρ−1,2ν+6,2µ+6)+
i(T 2ρ−1,2ν+5,2µ+6 + T 2ρ,2ν+6,2µ+6 + T 2ρ,2ν+5,2µ+5 − T 2ρ−1,2ν+6,2µ+5)−
δµν (T
2ρ,2α+6,2α+5 − iT 2ρ−1,2α+6,2α+5)
• {10} ⊗ III yields a (3¯, 3) (the (3¯, 1) is not independent)
(3¯, 3)(2)(−2) : Cµρν =(T
2ρ−1,2ν+5,2µ+5 + T 2ρ,2ν+6,2µ+5 − T 2ρ,2ν+5,2µ+6 + T 2ρ−1,2ν+6,2µ+6)−
i(T 2ρ−1,2ν+5,2µ+6 + T 2ρ,2ν+6,2µ+6 + T 2ρ,2ν+5,2µ+5 − T 2ρ−1,2ν+6,2µ+5)−
δµν (T
2ρ,2α+6,2α+5 + iT 2ρ−1,2α+6,2α+5)
• {10} ⊗ II yields an (8,2) (the (1,2) is not independent)
(8, 2)(3)(2) : Cσνρ =(T
2ρ−1,2ν+5,2σ−1 + T 2ρ,2ν+6,2σ−1 + T 2ρ,2ν+5,2σ − T 2ρ−1,2ν+6,2σ)+
i(−T 2ρ,2ν+5,2σ−1 + T 2ρ−1,2ν+6,2σ−1 + T 2ρ−1,2ν+5,2σ + T 2ρ,2ν+6,2σ)−
2
3δ
σ
ρ (T
2β,2ν+6,2β−1 − iT 2β,2ν+5,2α−1)
• {9} ⊗ IV yields an (8,2) (the (1,2) is not independent)
(8, 2)(−3)(−2) : Cσνρ = ǫ
νa
[
(T 2ρ−1,2a+5,2σ−1 + T 2ρ,2a+6,2σ−1 + T 2ρ,2a+5,2σ − T 2ρ−1,2a+6,2σ)−
i(−T 2ρ,2a+5,2σ−1 + T 2ρ−1,2a+6,2σ−1 + T 2ρ−1,2a+5,2σ + T 2ρ,2a+6,2σ)−
2
3δ
σ
ρ (T
2β,2a+6,2β−1 + iT 2β,2a+5,2α−1)
]
Any other possible cross terms on the LHS are either zero or not independent of the ones listed above (due to
antisymmetry of T ijk). We now have the complete 120 breakdown:
120 = (45⊗ 10)A −→[
(1, 1)(6)(−6) ⊕ (1, 1)(−6)(6) ⊕ (1, 2)(3)(2) ⊕ (1, 2)(−3)(−2) ⊕
{6}⊗ IV {5}⊗ II {1}⊗ I {1}⊗ III
(1, 2)(3)(2) ⊕ (1, 2)(−3)(−2) ⊕ (3, 1)(−2)(2) ⊕ (3¯, 1)(2)(−2) ⊕
{2}⊗ I {2}⊗ III {1}⊗ II {1}⊗ IV
(3, 1)(4)(6) ⊕ (3¯, 1)(−4)(−6) ⊕ (3, 1)(−2)(2) ⊕ (3¯, 1)(2)(−2) ⊕
{3}⊗ II {4}⊗ IV {2}⊗ II {2}⊗ IV
(3, 1)(−8)(−2) ⊕ (3¯, 1)(8)(2) ⊕ (3, 2)(1)(−6) ⊕ (3¯, 2)(−1)(6) ⊕
{4}⊗ II {3}⊗ IV {6}⊗ III {5}⊗ I
(3, 2)(7)(−2) ⊕ (3¯, 2)(−7)(2) ⊕ (3, 3)(−2)(2) ⊕ (3¯, 3)(2)(−2) ⊕
{6}⊗ I {5}⊗ III {9}⊗ I {10}⊗ III
(6, 1)(2)(−2) ⊕ (6¯, 1)(−2)(2) ⊕ (8, 2)(3)(2) ⊕ (8, 2)(−3)(−2)
]
{6}⊗ II {5}⊗ IV {10}⊗ II {9}⊗ IV
(84)
(Instead of writing down explicitly how the representation is embedded under each term we give the reference
to the appropriate entry in the list following Equation 83.)
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E Bits and Pieces for the 16 calculation
The MS matrix is given by
MS =

−1
1
−1
1
1
−1
1
−1
−1
1
−1
1
1
−1
1
−1

(85)
The couplings for eigenstates of the general Dirac Equation (60) are (up to a common factor of 12 )
(1, 1)(6)(−1) : 4amin(gA − gB) +mA +mB + 6amin(gA − gB) tanh(zµ)±
(4m2AB + (4amin(gA + gB) +mA −mB + 6amin(gA + gB) tanh(zµ))2)
1
2
(1, 1)(0)(−5) : 4amin(−gA + gB) +mA +mB + 6amin(gA − gB) tanh(zµ)±
(4m2AB + (4amin(gA + gB)−mA +mB − 6amin(gA + gB) tanh(zµ))2)
1
2
(1, 2)(−3)(3) : mA +mB + 6amin(−gA + gB) tanh(zµ)±
(4m2AB + (−mA +mB + 6amin(gA + gB) tanh(zµ))2)
1
2
(3¯, 1)(−4)(−1) : 4amin(−gA + gB) +mA +mB + 2amin(−gA + gB) tanh(zµ)±
(4m2AB + (4amin(gA + gB)−mA +mB + 2amin(gA + gB) tanh(zµ))2)
1
2
(3¯, 1)(2)(3) : 4amin(gA − gB) +mA +mB + 2amin(−gA + gB) tanh(zµ)±
(4m2AB + (4amin(gA + gB) +mA −mB − 2amin(gA + gB) tanh(zµ))2)
1
2
(3, 2)(1)(−1) : mA +mB + 2amin(gA − gB) tanh(zµ)
± (4m2AB + (mA −mB + 2amin(gA + gB) tanh(zµ))2)
1
2 (86)
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